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Abstract
Let M be a symplectic manifold acted on by a compact Lie group G in a Hamiltonian fashion, with proper
moment map. In this situation we introduce a pushforward morphism P :HH
G
(M)PM~=(gH)G, from the
equivariant cohomology of M to the space of G-invariant distributions on gH, which gives rise to symplectic
invariants, in particular the pushforward of the Liouville measure. For the study of this pushforward
morphism we make an intensive use of equivariant forms with generalized coe$cients. ( 1999 Published
by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let M be a manifold provided with an action of a compact connected Lie group G with Lie
algebra g; one may then de"ne the equivariant cohomology HH
G
(M) of M. Suppose now that the
manifold is symplectic, with symplectic 2-form X, and the action of G is Hamiltonian. Let
k : MPgH be the moment map associated to this action, and denote by dm
L
:"Xn/n!, dim M"2n,
the Liouville volume form on M.
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The purpose of this paper is the study of a &pushforward' morphism
P :HH
G
(M)PM~=(gH)G, (1)
where M~=(gH)G is the space of G-invariant distributions on gH. The morphism P, de"ned under
the hypothesis that k is proper, produces some interesting symplectic invariants, in particular the
pushforward of the Liouville form kH(dmL): for the class 13H
H
G
(M), we have
P(1)"(i)nkH(dmL).
Our study of the morphism P "ts into the numerous studies of the symplectic invariant kH(dmL)
(and its relation with localization in equivariant cohomology) that started some years ago with the
Duistermaat}Heckman formula [1,4,7,8,10}12,15,17,25]. Nevertheless our method is new, and
works particularly well in the case where M is non-compact and G is (any) connected compact Lie
group (in the previous references, the study is often restricted to the action of a torus). The central
idea, which is due to Witten [28], is to localize the integration of closed equivariant forms on the set
Cr(DDkDD2) of critical points of the function DDkDD2 : MPR (where DD ) DD2 denotes a G-invariant Euclidean
norm on gH).
We will "rst produce some speci"c closed equivariant forms with generalized coe$cients
which completely describe the local and global behavior of the distributions P(a), a3HH
G
(M).
Next the computations of these equivariant forms are handled. In this way, we are for
example able to describe the behavior of kH(dmL) near 0 even if 0 is not a regular value of the
moment map.
For this task, we will exploit the results of a previous paper [23], and we will make an
essential use of equivariant forms with generalized coezcients, with their properties of induction
and restriction, that have been introduced and developed by Du#o, Kumar and Vergne in
[9,20].
We now turn to a more extensive introduction of our subject.
Section 2 is devoted to the explanation of the tools coming from equivariant cohomo-
logy. We re"ne the technique related to the partition of unity, a notion that was introduced
by the author in [23] (see in particular the `deformation processa), and we recall the de"nitions
and properties concerning the induction and restriction of equivariant forms with generalized
coe$cients.
Let Xg(X)"X#Sk,XT, X3g be the equivariant symplectic 2-form. For every equivariant form
a(X)3AH
G
(M) depending polynomially on X3g, the Fourier transform F(ae*Xg) belongs to the
space M~=(gH,M)G of G-invariant distributions on gH with values in the algebra AH(M)
of di!erential forms on M. Furthermore, for every smooth function f on gH with compact support,
the di!erential form :gHF(ae*Xg)(m) f (m) has a compact support on M, and then is integrable
(see De"nition 2.10). For instance, if a(X)"P(X)g where XPP(X) is polynomial on g and
g3AH(M) is a di!erential form on M, we have F(ae*Xg)"ge*XF(P(!)e*Wk,~X), and
:gHF(ae*Xg)(m) f (m)"ge*X:gHF(P(!)e*Wk,~X)(m) f (m)"ge*X[P(!iLm)f](k) is a di!erential form on
M supported on k~1 (support M f N), hence with compact support on M for every function f with
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compact support since k is proper (for the de"nition of the di!erential operator P(!iLm) see (13)).
Then, for every equivariant form a3AH
G
(M) the integral
PI (a) :"P
M
F(ae*Xg) (2)
de"nes a G-invariant distribution on gH: for f3C=(gH) with compact support, the value taken by
PI (a) on f is the integral on M of the di!erential form :gHF(ae*Xg)(m) f (m). Next we show that the
map PI :AH
G
(M)PM~=(gH)G factors in cohomology and induces the pushforward map
P :HH
G
(M)PM~=(gH)G. In fact, the spaceM~=(gH,M)G carries a derivative DI , with DI 2"0, and
for the &localizations' of P(a) we will work directly on the complex (M~=(gH,M)G,DI ).
We end up Section 2 with a "rst illustration of the usefulness of our method. With the
assumption that the group G is a torus „ and that a component Sk,bT of the moment map
is proper, we obtain easily a re"nement of the Berline}Vergne localization that extends
previous results by Prato}Wu and Guillemin}Lerman}Sternberg [11,25]. For every a3HH
T
(M),
we have a locally "nite decomposition P(a)"+
F$MT
Da
F
, where each distribution Da
F
is tempered
and depends only on the values of a, X and k on the connected component F of "xed point
set MT.
In Section 3, we are interested in the local behavior of the distributions P(a), a3HH
G
(M).
Concerning the behavior near 0, we "rst show that there exists a compactly supported equivariant
form P0j which completely describes the pushforward P(a) near 0 (see Proposition 3.8). When 0 is
a regular value of k, the computation of P0j leads to a new proof of the Je!rey}Kirwan}Witten
formula. Concerning the behavior near a coadjoint orbit O"G ) m, we show in the same way that
the pushforward is completely determined by a compactly supported equivariant form POjm (see
Proposition 3.17). This fact is crucial to prove an induction formula which generalizes previous
results of [7,27]. This induction holds in the entire slice ;p through the point m of O (see
Proposition 3.13), and shows that the pushforwardsP(a) are analytic on the open subset of regular
values of k.
In Section 4, our aim is to compute the equivariant forms P0j, P
O
jm when 0 or m are not necessarily
regular values of k. Our purpose is also a global formula for the pushforwardsP(a). We show that
the distribution P(a) is always a locally "nite sum
P(a)" +
b|BG
Dab, (3)
in tempered distributions, where B
G
LgH indexes a decomposition Cr(DDkDD2)"6b|BGCGb with
k(CGb )"G ) b. Moreover, each tempered distributions Dab is supported on Mm3gH, DDmDD*DDbDDN, and is
described by means of an equivariant form PGb which is supported in a compact neighborhood of
the component CGb of Cr(DDkDD2) (see Eq. (45)). We will see that, under suitable conditions, the
tempered distributions Dab can be computed explicitly.
One interesting example is the case where M is a closed coadjoint orbit of a connected
semi-simple real Lie group S. Let G be a maximal compact connected subgroup of S. The action of
G on M is Hamiltonian and the moment map k : MPgH is proper. One can show that :
M
e*Xg de"nes
a tempered generalized function on g (see [8]): thus the pushforwardP(1) is equal toF(:
M
e*Xg). On
the other hand, we prove in [24] that the set Cr(DDkDD2) is just a G-orbit in M (in particular B
G
is
reduced to Mb
0
N): the pushforward P(1) is then equal to D1b0 (see (3)). Using this technique we were
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able in [24] to compute the generalized function :
M
e*Xg, extending by this way previous results of
Du#o}Heckman}Vergne [7,8] and Sengupta [26].
The central result of Section 4 is a symplectic induction formula (see Theorem 4.5) that provides
a tool to compute the generalized equivariant forms P0j, P
O
jm, and PGb : these G-equivariant forms are
induced by generalized „-equivariant forms (where „ is a maximal torus of G), and we show in
Section 4.3 how to compute these „-equivariant forms using a shift of the moment map (see
De"nition 4.12).
In Section 5, we determine, for a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group on a compact
manifold, the global behavior of the partition functions in a way conjectured by Witten [28]. This
extends previous results by Je!rey}Kirwan [17]. In particular we prove the following statement.
Corollary 5.2. There exist smooth functions hb :P , such that
P
M
e~@@k@@2@2udm
L
"(u)~$*. G@2 +
b|BG
e~@@b@@2@2uhb(Ju), u’0,
where dm
L
is the Liouville measure Xn/n!. Moreover each function hb is uniquely determined by the
local behavior of X and k near the component CGb of Cr(DDkDD2), and the function h0 that corresponds to
the set CG
0
"k~1(0) is always polynomial (note that we make no assumption on the regularity of
0 relative to the moment map).
2. Partition of unity in equivariant cohomology
2.1. Dexnitions and notations
Let M be a manifold provided with an action of a compact connected Lie group G with Lie
algebra g. We denote by AH(M) the algebra of di!erential forms on M (over C), and by d the
exterior di!erentiation. Let AH
#15
(M) be the sub-algebra of compactly supported di!erential forms.
If m is a vector "eld on M we denote by c(m):AH(M)PAH~1(M) the contraction by m. The action of
G on M gives a morphism XPX
M
from g to the Lie algebra of vector "elds on M.
We now recall the di!erent de Rham complexes of G-equivariant forms on M. For more details
see [2,3,8,20].
Let C=(g,AH(M)) be the algebra of forms a(X) on M depending smoothly on X3g. We note
A=
G
(M) the sub-algebra of C=(g,AH(M)) consisting of the G-invariant elements: these elements are
called equivariant forms with C= coe$cients. Let AH
G
(M)LA=
G
(M) be the sub-algebra of
equivariant forms a(X) depending polynomially on X3g. The di!erential D on A=
G
(M) is given by
the equation
∀a3A=
G
(M), (Da)(X) :"(d!c(X
M
))(a(X)), X3g.
We see thatAH
G
(M) is stable underD, and thatD2"0 onA=
G
(M). The cohomologies associated to
(AH
G
(M),D) and (A=
G
(M),D) are denoted respectively by HH
G
(M) and H=
G
(M).
The algebra A=
G
(M) has a sub-algebra A=
G,#15
(M) :"C=(g,AH
#15
(M))G, stable under the di!eren-
tial D. The cohomology associated to (A=
G,#15
(M),D) is called the G-equivariant cohomology with
compact support and is denoted by H=
G,#15
(M).
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For our purpose we need equivariant forms with generalized coe$cients. For a more precise
description see [20].
The space C~=(g,AH(M)) of generalized functions on g with values in the space AH(M) is, by
de"nition, the space Hom(m
c
(g),AH(M)) of continuous C-linear maps from the space m
c
(g) of
smooth compactly supported densities on g to the space AH(M), both endowed with the C=-
topologies. We de"ne
A~=
G
(M) :"C~=(g,AH(M))G
as the space of G-equivariant C~=-maps from g to AH(M). An element of the space A~=
G
(M) is
called an equivariant form with generalized coe$cients. The image of /3m
c
(g) under
a3C~=(g,AH(M)) is a di!erential form on M denoted by Sa, /Tg.
We see thatA=
G
(M)LA~=
G
(M) and we can also extend the di!erentialD toA~=
G
(M) [20]. Take
a basis ME1,2,EpN of g, and ME1,2,EpN the associated dual basis of gH. Let MX1,2,XpN be the
corresponding coordinate functions on g. For every c3A~=
G
(M),
SD(c),/Tg :"dSc,/Tg!
p
+
k/1
c(Ek
M
)Sc,X
k
/Tg for every /3mc(g).
We verify that D2 vanishes onA~=
G
(M). The cohomology associated to (A~=
G
(M),D) is called the
G-equivariant cohomology with generalized coe$cients and is denoted by H~=
G
(M). The sub-
spaceA~=
G,#15
(M) :"C~=(g,AH
#15
(M))G is stable under the di!erentialD, and we denote byH~=
G,#15
(M)
the associated cohomology.
Let M~=(gH,M) be the space of distributions on gH with values in the space AH(M). More
precisely, it is the space Hom(C=
#15
(gH),AH(M)) of continuous C-linear maps from the space of
smooth compactly supported functions C=
#15
(gH) to the space AH(M), both endowed with the
C=-topologies. We can also de"ne a derivation DI onM~=(gH,M) in the following way. For every
c3M~=(gH,M), the distribution DI (c) is de"ned by the equation
SDI (c), fTgH :"dSc, fTgH#i
p
+
k/1
c(Ek
M
)Sc, L
Ek
f TgH,
for every f3C=
#15
(gH). In this equation we denote by Lm:C=#15(gH)PC=#15(gH) the partial derivative
associated to every m3gH. One can easily check that DI 2"0 on the subspace M~=(gH,M)G of
G-invariant distributions.
For every open subset U of gH, we denote by M~=(U) the space of distributions on U with
complex values. IfU is a G-invariant subset we can consider the subspaceM~=(U)G of G-invariant
distributions. Recall that the inclusion C=
#15
(U)G6C=
#15
(gH)G induces the restriction map
M~=(gH)GPM~=(U)G.
For any compact Lie group G, and any Lebesgue measure dX on its Lie algebra, we denote by
vol(G,dX) the volume of G for the Haar measure on G compatible with dX.
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2.2. Partition of unity
For more details see Section 3 of [23]. Let j3A1(M) be a G-invariant 1-form on M. We note
Uj : MPgH the G-equivariant map de"ned by
SUj(m),XT :"jm(XM(m)), m3M, X3g.
Lemma 3.1 of [23] tells us that the equivariant form Dj(X)"dj!SUj, XT is invertible outside
MUj"0N in the space of generalized equivariant forms. For each G-invariant di!erential form
s
%95
on M, equal to zero in a neighborhood of MUj"0N, we can de"ne s%95(:=0 ie~*t
Djdt)3A~=
G
(M),
and this equivariant form satis"es
s
%95AP
=
0
ie~*tDjdtBDj"s%95
in A~=
G
(M).
Let s3C=(M)G, equal to 1 in a neighborhood of MUj"0N. Then the form ds is equal to 0 in
a neighborhood of MUj"0N, and we can de"ne the equivariant form
Pj"s#dsAP
=
0
ie~*tDjdtBj3A~=G (M). (4)
Recall Proposition 3.3 of [23].
Proposition 2.1. The equivariant form Pj is closed, and we have the identity
1
M
"Pj#D(d) (5)
where d"(1!s)(:=
0
ie~*tDj dt)j3A~=
G
(M) and 1
M
is the constant function equal to 1 on M.
We use the phrase &partition of unity' to refer to the equality (5). In practice we will decompose
the equivariant form Pj from a partition of MUj"0N into closed subsets. A subset CLM is called
a component of MUj"0N if there exists a G-invariant neighborhood U of C in M such that
UWMUj"0N"C. These conditions imply that LUWMUj"0N"0 (w).
De5nition 2.2. A G-invariant open setU of M which satis"es (w) will be call good for the 1-form j:
it intersects MUj"0N in the interior of U.
If we start with a good open set U for the 1-form j, the intersection UWMUj"0N is a component
(perhaps empty !) of MUj"0N.
De5nition 2.3. Let U be a good open set for the 1-form j, and C"UWMUj"0N be the
corresponding component of MUj"0N. We denote by P
U
j (or PCj) the equivariant form
PUj"sU#dsUAP
=
0
ie~*tDj dtBj,
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where sU is a G-invariant real function on M, equal to 1 in a neighborhood of C, and with support
in U.
Remark 2.4. If the open set U is relatively compact in M, then the equivariant form PUj has
a compact support on M.
Remark 2.5. The cohomology class of PUj does not depend on the choice of the function sU.
Consider an open covering MUj"0NL6iUi, where the open sets Ui are G-invariant. Suppose
furthermore that U
i
WU
j
"0 if iOj. Then the open sets U
i
are good for the 1-form j and
Pj"+
i
PUij . (6)
The preceding sum is well de"ned, even if it is in"nite, because the equivariant forms PUij have
disjoint supports. In practice, Eq. (6) enables us to study the equivariant form Pj in the neighbor-
hood of each component of MUj"0N.
2.3. Deformation process
We will reformulate Proposition 3.11 of [23] in a more general context. Consider two G-
invariant 1-forms j
0
, j
1
on M, and a G-invariant open set U of M.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose there exist a smooth map f : MPg and a real o’0 such that the functions,
l
0
"SUj0, fT and l1"SUj1, fT, are bounded from below by o on LU. Then, the open set U is good for
j
0
and j
1
(see Dexnition 2.2), and
PUj1"P
U
j0 in H~=G (M).
Proof. By an averaging over G, we can suppose that the map f is G-equivariant. Then the real
functions l
0
and l
1
are G-invariant. Consider the G-invariant 1-forms j
s
"sj
1
#(1!s)j
0
, s3[0,1].
The equality SUjs, fT"sl1#(1!s)l0 shows that
MUjs"0NLMl0l1)0N for 0)s)1.
The open set U is good for every 1-form j
s
, because the function l
0
l
1
is strictly positive on LU.
Consider a (smooth) cut-o! function g:RPR`, equal to 1 on the interval Mx3R, x)o2/3N and
equal to 0 on Mx3R, x*o2/2N.
Let s be the G-invariant function on M, equal to g(l
0
l
1
) inU, and equal to 0 outsideU. It is a well
de"ned smooth function because g(l
0
l
1
) is identically 0 in a neighborhood of LU. It follows that the
sets MUjs"0NWU are included in the interior of Ms"1N for every s3[0,1].
Then, we can de"ne the equivariant forms PUjs"s#ds(:=0 ie~*t
Djs dt)j
s
for every s3[0,1]. If we
take the derivative with respect to s, we have
LPUjs
Ls
"dsAP
=
0
t e~*t Djs dtBD(j1!j0)js#dsAP
=
0
ie~*t Djs dtB(j1!j0).
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The "rst term of the RHS of this equation is equal to
DA!dsAP
=
0
t e~*t DjsdtB(j1!j0)jsB#dsAP
=
0
t e~*t Djs dtBDjs(j1!j0),
and an integration by part shows that ds(:=
0
t e~*t Djs dt)Dj
s
"!ds(:=
0
ie~*t Djs dt) (w). More pre-
cisely, we have ds(:=
0
t e~*t Djs dt)"lim
a?=
ds(:a
0
t e~*t Djs dt) and an integration by part (of smooth
equivariant forms) gives (:a
0
t e~*t Djs dt)Dj
s
"ia e~*a Djs!i:a
0
e~*t Djs dt, ∀a3R. Taking now the
limit aPR, we get the equation (w): we just use that lim
a?=
a e~*a Djsds"0 inA~=
G
(M) because
ds"0 in a neighborhood of MUjs"0N.
Thus we "nd
LPUjs
Ls
"DAdsAP
=
0
t e~*t Djs dtBj0j1B.
After integrating this last equation on [0,1], we get PUj1!P
U
j0"D(h), with h3A~=G (M). h
Remark 2.7. If the open set U is relatively compact in M, Proposition 2.6 holds if the function
l
0
and l
1
are strictly positive on LU. In this case, the equality PUj1"P
U
j0 holds in H~=G,#15(M).
2.4. Generic form near a smooth component
In this section, we want to give a generic form of PCj near a smooth component C of MUj"0N.
Then a good neighborhood of C in M is modeled on the normal bundle N
C
:"(TMD
C
)/TC.
We work now with the following data. Let q:VPC be a G-equivariant real vector bundle on
a compact G-manifold C. We denote by i: C6V the 0-section of V. We suppose that the "bers of
V are oriented. Let j3A1(V) be a G-invariant 1-form on V such that MUj"0N"C. Denote by
PCj the generalized equivariant form de"ned by j in a neighborhood of the 0-section in V (see
De"nition 2.3).
Integration along the "bers of V de"nes a morphism
PV@C:H~=G,#15(V)PH~=G (C)
that can be extended to equivariant forms which are rapidly decreasing in g-mean. Recall De"nition
2 of [5].
De5nition 2.8. The di!erential form a3C~=(g,AH(V)) is said to be rapidly decreasing in g-mean if,
for every test function f on g, the di!erential form Sa(X), f (X) dXTg onV is rapidly decreasing along
the "bers, as well as all its derivatives, and such that, moreover, the map fPSa(X), f (X) dXTg is
continuous, with respect to the natural semi-norms on the space of rapidly decreasing di!erential
forms.
We denote by A~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V) the space of G-equivariant di!erential forms on V which are
rapidly decreasing in g-mean. The equivariant coboundaryDmapsA~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V) into itself. We
denote by H~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V) the corresponding cohomology.
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For every a3A~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V) the integration :V@C a along the "bers ofV de"nes an equivariant
form of A~=
G
(C) by
TAPV@CaB(X), f (X) dXUg :"PV@CSa(X), f (X) dXTg3AH(C)
for every test density f (X) dX on g. The integration :V@C commutes with D and so de"nes
a morphism
PV@C:H~=G,.%!/~3!1*$(V)PH~=G (C).
Let Thom
G
(V)3H=
G,#15
(V) be the G-equivariant Thom form with compact support of the G-vector
bundle V (for an explicit description see [9,22]).
Proposition 2.9. Suppose that the 1-form j is homogeneous on the xbers of V, with a strictly positive
degree of homogeneity. Then the closed equivariant form e~* Dj belongs to A~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V) and we
have the following equality in H~=
G
(C):
PV@CPCj"PV@Ce~*
Dj.
Hence, for every closed form g3A=
G
(V), we have
gPCj"qHAiH(g)PV@Ce~*
DjBThomG(V) in H~=G,#15(V). (7)
Proof. If the 1-form j is homogeneous, the map Uj :VPgH is homogeneous on the "bers of V,
and the fact that MUj"0N"C implies (w) DDUj(m,v)DD*cDDvDDk, (m,v)3V, for some c’0, where
k’0 is the degree of homogeneity of j (where DD ) DD is a norm on the bundleV). Then for every test
density f (X) dX on g, the di!erential form Se~* Dj(X), f (X) dXTg"e~* $jfK (!Uj) is rapidly decreas-
ing along the "bers ofV ( fK is the Fourier transform of f relatively to dX). We have shown that the
closed equivariant form e~* Dj belongs to A~=
G,.%!/~3!1*$
(V).
Let s3C=
#15
(V) be a G-invariant function, equal to 1 in a neighborhood of C. We de"ne the
following G-equivariant forms on V:
a
0
"sAP
1
0
e~*t Dj dtBij3A=G,#15(V)
and
a
1
"(1!s)AP
=
1
e~*t DjdtBij3A~=G (V).
The equivariant form a
1
is well de"ned because 1!s"0 in a neighborhood of C. We verify that
Da
0
"ds(:1
0
e~*t Djdt)ij!s(e~* Dj!1) and Da
1
"!ds(:=
1
e~*t Djdt)ij#(1!s)e~* Dj. Hence we
have
PCj!e~*
Dj"D(a
0
!a
1
). (8)
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To conclude the proof, we just need to show that :
V@C
(a
0
!a
1
) exists and de"nes an equivariant
form in A~=
G
(C). This is clear for :V@Ca0 because a0 has a compact support on V.
For every test density f (X) dX on g we have
Sa
1
(X), f (X) dXTgDv"(1!s(v))AP
=
1
e~*t $jvfK (!tUj(v)) dtBijv, v3V.
With the inequality (w), we get, for any integer N, the following: D fK (!tUj(v))D)cN(1#tDDvDDk)~N,
t’0, v3V. Each component of the di!erential form (t,v)Pe~*t $jvj
v
is bounded by a function of
the form P(t,DDvDD), where P is a polynomial in both variables. Take now a polynomial P(x,y) with
total degree less than n. Then for every v3V with DDvDD*1, we have for N big enough
KP
=
1
P(t,DDvDD)
(1#tDDvDDk)NdtK)cst DDvDDnP
=
@@v@@
k
tn
(1#t)Ndt)cst@
1
(1#DDvDDk)N~2n~1.
We have "nally shown that the di!erential form Sa
1
(X), f (X) dXTg is rapidly decreasing along the
"bers of V. We see in the same way that all the derivatives of Sa
1
(X), f (X) dXTg are also rapidly
decreasing along the "bers, and so that the G-equivariant form a
1
on V is rapidly decreasing in
g-mean. We can now integrate along the "ber the equality (8), to get
PV@CPCj!PV@Ce~*
Dj"DAPV@Ca0!a1B in A~=G (C). (9)
The Thom isomorphism tells us that for every g3H~=
G,#15
(V) we have g"qH(:V@Cg)ThomG(V).
Using now the fact that for every g3H~=
G
(V), we have :V@C(g.ThomG(V))"iH(g), the equality (7)
results from (9).
2.5. Fourier transform and pushforward
The idea of this section goes back to the paper [27] (see Section 1.1). We denote by A~=
5%.1
(g,M)
the space of tempered generalized functions over g with values inAH(M), and byM~=
5%.1
(gH,M) the
space of tempered distributions over gH with values in AH(M). Let F:A~=
5%.1
(g,M)PM~=
5%.1
(gH,M)
the Fourier transform which assigns to each /3A~=
5%.1
(g,M) the tempered distribution F(/) such
that
PgHe*Wm,XXF(/)(m)"/(X). (10)
We verify that the Fourier transform commutes with the di!erential D and DI . For every
/3A~=
5%.1
(g,M), we have
F"D(/)"DI "F(/). (11)
We say that a distribution c3M~=(gH,M) has a compact support in gH-mean on M, if for every
function f3C=
#15
(gH), the di!erential form Sc, fTgH has a compact support on M.
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De5nition 2.10. For every c3M~=(gH,M) with a compact support in gH-mean on M, we denote by
:
M
c the distribution over gH de"ned by
∀f3C=
#15
(gH), TP
M
c, fUgH :"PMSc, fTgH.
Lemma 2.11. If c3M~=(gH,M) has a compact support in gH-mean on M, the distribution DI (c) has
also a compact support in gH-mean on M and we have
P
M
DI (c)"0. (12)
Proof. For f3C=
#15
(gH) we have, :
M
SDI (c), f TgH":MdSc, f TgH#i+
p
k/1
:
M
c(Ek
M
)Sc,L
Ek
fTgH. By
`Stokesa argument the "rst term of the RHS is 0, and each integral :
M
c(Ek
M
)Sc,L
Ek
fTgH is also
0 because the di!erential form c(Ek
M
)Sc, L
Ek
fTgH does not have components of maximal degree. h
Suppose that the manifold M is equipped with a symplectic 2-form X, and that the action of G is
Hamiltonian with proper moment map k :MPgH. Consider the equivariant symplectic 2-form
Xg(X)"X#Sk,XT, X3g. By de"nition of the moment map k, the equivariant form Xg is closed.
For every polynomial P3S(gH) on g, we shall associate the di!erential operator P(!iLm) (with
constant coe$cients) on C=(gH) that satis"es
P(X)PgHe~*Wm,XXf (m) dm"PgHe~*Wm,XX[P(!iLm)f ](m) dm, X3g, (13)
for every function f3C=(gH) with compact support. Naturally, this notation extends for every
a3AH
G
(M)LS(gH)?AH(M); we denote by a(!iLm) the corresponding di!erential operator (with
values in AH(M)).
Lemma 2.12. For every equivariant form a(X)3AH
G
(M) with polynomial dependence in X3g, the
form a(X)e*Xg(X) belongs to A~=
5%.1
(g,M), and its Fourier transform F(ae*Xg) has a compact support
in gH-mean on M. The distribution :
M
F(ae*Xg) is G-invariant. When a is closed, the distribution
:
M
F(ae*Xg) depends only on the cohomology class of a.
Proof. Using Eq. (13), we see that
m3M, SF(ae*Xg), f TgHDm"e*
X
m[a(!iLm) f ](k(m)),
for every f3C=
#15
(gH). Then, the di!erential form SF(ae*Xg), fTgH is supported in k~1(supportM f N).
Finally the properness of k insures that the distributionF(ae*Xg) has a compact support in gH-mean
on M. As the form a(X)e*Xg(X) is G-equivariant, the Fourier transformF(ae*Xg) is also G-equivariant,
and its integral is a G-invariant distribution on gH. Suppose now that a is exact: a"Da@ with
a@3AH
G
(M). Then :
M
F(ae*Xg)":
M
DI (c) where c"F(a@e*Xg) has a compact support in gH-mean. It
follows from Lemma 2.11 that :
M
F(ae*Xg) is identically equal to 0. h
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After Lemma 2.12 one can de"ne the pushforward morphism
P: HH
G
(M) PM~=(gH)G
a C :
M
F(ae*Xg).
(14)
Note that P is a morphism of S(gH)G-modules: for any q3S(gH)G and a3HH
G
(M) we have
P(qa)(m)"q(iLm)(P(a))(m), m3gH. We remark also that inkH(dmL)"P(1)":MF(e*
Xg), with
dimM"2n. The rest of this article is devoted to the study of the G-invariant distributions
P(a), a3HH
G
(M).
When the integral :
M
ae*Xg de"nes a tempered generalized function on g, we can write
:
M
F(ae*Xg)"F(:
M
ae*Xg). It is the case, for example, when a has a compact support on M. One
interesting example is the case where M is a closed coadjoint orbit of a connected semi-simple real
Lie group S. Let G be a maximal compact connected subgroup of S. The action of G on M is
Hamiltonian and one can show that :
M
e*Xg de"nes a tempered distribution on g (see [8,24] for more
details).
The distribution :
M
F(ae*Xg) has a useful property of locality. For every G-invariant open subset
U of gH, we denote by UPUDU the restriction map M~=(gH)GPM~=(U)G. Here we have the
following equality in M~=(U)G:
P
M
F(ae*Xg)KU"Pk~1(U)F(ae*
Xg). (15)
One can check, as we did in Lemma 2.12, that the restriction :
M
F(ae*Xg)DU depends only on the
cohomology class of a in k~1(U).
2.6. Induction and restriction of generalized equivariant forms
In this section we give a brief review of results of Kumar and Vergne [20], that we will use
intensively in the rest of this paper.
Let G be a connected compact Lie group, and H a connected Lie subgroup of G such that G and
H have the same rank (in the following sections we take H :"„ a maximal torus of G). We denote
by g and h the respective Lie algebras. We "x from now on an orientation o on g/h (hence the
homogeneous space G/H is oriented) which determines a polynomial square root
>PPg@h(>) :"det1@2g@h,o(>) of the polynomial function >Pdetg@h(ad(>)) on h. The equality of the
ranks insures that Pg@h is non-zero.
Let M be a H-manifold, and consider the associated G-manifold G]
H
M. Kumar and Vergne (see
[20, Section 5]) de"ne a morphism
Ind
G@H
:H~=
H,H(M)PH~=G,H (G]HM) (16)
where * means that we can choose *" `compact supporta or *" `general supporta. This map is
in fact an isomorphism (for a proof see Theorem 52 of [20]). We recall brie#y the de"nition of this
induction morphism.
For every H-manifold M, we "rst de"ne a G-equivariant map
H:C=(G,AH(M))HPAH(G]
H
M), (17)
where G acts by left translations on itself, and H acts on G by right translation.
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For the algebra AH(G]
H
M) we have the natural identi"cations
AH(G]
H
M)"AH(G]M)
H~"!4*#
"C=(G,[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
)H
where H-invariants are taken with respect to the action of H by right multiplication on G, left
action on M and adjoint action on gH (here gH corresponds to the space of (real) 1-forms on
G invariant by left translation).
Let r be a H-invariant subspace of g such that g"h=r. Then we have the inclusions
hH6gH6AH(G) and R.!9rH6[RgH]
H~"!4*#
6AH(G/H). Let l be the unique element of R.!9rH
such that l is compatible with the orientation of g/h, and :
G@H
l"1.
We denote by h
H
:AH(M)P[RhH?AH(M)]
H~)03
the horizontal projection (see [20, De"nition
28]). Using the inclusion RrH6[RgH]
H~)03
the data (h
H
,l) permits to de"ne the H-equivariant
map
h
H
(!)'l:AH(M)P[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
.
After tensoring by C=(G) we extend this map in the G-H-equivariant map
HI :C=(G,AH(M))PC=(G,[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
).
The map H is by de"nition the restriction of HI to the subspace C=(G,AH(M))H of H-invariant
elements.
De5nition 2.13. Let U3A~=
H
(M). The equivariant form Ind
G@H
(U)3A~=
G
(G]
H
M) is de"ned by the
following equation: for every f3C=
#15
(g),
SInd
G@H
(U)(X), f (X) dXTg"cst H(g C SU(>), f (Ad(g)>) d>Th),
with cst"vol(G,dX)/vol(H,d>).
The map Ind
G@H
:A~=
H
(M)PA~=
G
(G]
H
M) commutes with the equivariant di!erentials and we
still denote Ind
G@H
the map in cohomology.
Note that if M is a point, the map H:C=(G/H)PAH(G/H) is the multiplication by l. Then for
every U3C~=(h)H the di!erential form SInd
G@H
(U)(X), f (X) dXTg3AH(G/H) is given by
SInd
G@H
(U)(X), f (X) dXTgDg"cst.SU(>), f (Ad(g)>) d>ThlDg, (18)
for g3G/H.
Let us now recall a result of Du#o and Vergne about generalized equivariant forms which admit
a &restriction' (see [8, Proposition 31; 20, Proposition 55]).
Using the identi"cation of AH(G]
H
M) with C=(G,[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
)H, the restriction map
to the neutral element e3G, AH(G]
H
M)P[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
, aPa
e
, de"nes a morphism
A~=
G
(G]
H
M)PC~=(g,[RgH?AH(M)]
H~)03
)H a(X)C a
e
(X).
Let E
1
,2,Ep be a basis of gH, and let MEI"Ei1'2'Eik, I"[i1(i2(2(ik]L[1,2,2,p]N
be the corresponding basis of RgH. In particular, E0"1 generates RLRgH. For each
a3A~=
G
(G]
H
M), the form a
e
can be decomposed relatively to the basis ME
I
, IN: a
e
"+
I
(a
e
)
*I+
E
I
with (a
e
)
*I+
3C~=(g,AH(M)).
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We say that a
e
admits a restriction to h if each component (a
e
)
*I+
admits a restriction to h (see [8]
for this notion). We can then de"ne rh(a) :"(ae)*0+Dh that is a generalized H-equivariant form on M.
This de"nition extends the usual restriction map A=
G
(G]
H
M)PA=
H
(M).
Proposition 2.14. (Du-o}<ergne) Let a3A~=
G,H (G]HM) be a closed equivariant form on G]HM.
Assume that a admits a restriction to h. Then
Ind
G@H
(Pg@hrh(a))"(!2p)~$*.(G@H)@2a in H~=G,H (G]HM).
Remark 2.15. There is a basic way to know if a3A~=
G,H (G]HM) admits a restriction to h. Suppose
there exist aa3A=
G,H(G]HM), a’0, such that lima?=aa"a, and the (usual) restriction
aa
e
Dh3C=(h,RgH?AH(M)) converges in C~=(h,RgH?AH(M)) when aPR. In particular
rh(aa)3A=H,H(M) converges in A~=H,H(M) when aPR.
Then the equivariant form a admits a restriction to h and we have rh(a)"lima?=rh(aa).
If the H-action on M comes from a G-action, we have a natural projection map
n : G]
H
MPM, [g,m]Cgm, which makes G]
H
M "bered over M with (oriented) "ber G/H. The
integration along the "ber, :
G@H
, de"nes a morphism
P
G@H
:H~=
G,H (G]HM)PH~=G,H (M).
De5nition 2.16. For every G-manifold M, the induction map
indG
H
:H~=
H,H(M)PH~=G,H (M)
is by de"nition the composition of Ind
G@H
:H~=
H,H(M)PH~=G,H (G]HM) with the morphism
:
G@H
:H~=
G,H (G]HM)PH~=G,H (M).
For every f3C=(g), we denote by fM G the G-invariant function on g de"ned by the equation
fM G(X) :"P
G
f (Ad(g)X) dg, X3g, (19)
where dg is the normalized Haar measure on G (:
G
dg"1).
When the manifold M is a point the induction map indG
H
:C~=(h)HPC~=(g)G is de"ned by
SindG
H
(U)(X), f (X) dXTg"
vol(G,dX)
vol(H,d>)P
G@H
SU(>), f (Ad(g)>) d>ThlDg
"vol(G,dX)
vol(H,d>)
SU(>), fM GDh(>) d>Th, (20)
for every f3C=
#15
(g). The "rst equality comes from (18), and the second one comes from the
H-invariance of U.
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Using the Weyl integration formula, we see in particular that indG
H
(P2g@h) is equal to the constant
function D=gD/D=hD, where =g and =h are the respective Weyl groups for G and H.
The induction map indG
H
is functorial in the following way. Let t : MPB be a G-equivariant
"bration of G-manifolds, and suppose that the "bers are oriented. We get a map in cohomology
tH :H~=G,#15(M)PH~=G,#15(B) which corresponds to the integration along the "bers of t. We have the
following commutative diagram:
(21)
The diagram (21) will be frequently used in the case where B is a point, and M is oriented. Then
the map tH is the integration map :M, and the diagram (21) becomes
(22)
In the case where M is just a H-manifold we have also a relation between the induction map indG
H
(de"ned for a point) and Ind
G@H
(de"ned between M and M :"G]
H
M). The following com-
mutative diagram summarizes this relation:
(23)
Using the commutativity of the diagram (23), and Proposition 2.14, we get
Corollary 2.17. Let a3A~=
G,#15
(M) be a closed equivariant form onM :"G]
H
M. Assume that a admits
a restriction to h. We have then the following equality in C~=(g)G:
PMa"(!2p)$*.(G@H)@2indGHAPg@hPMrh(a)B.
(See (20) for the dexnition of the induction map indG
H
: C~=(h)HPC~=(g)G.)
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Induced metric on G]
H
M: Let DD ) DD be a G-invariant Euclidean structure on g. We denote
respectively by prg@h
and prh the orthogonal projections gPhM and gPh. Let (.,.)M a H-invariant
Riemannian metric on M. Associated to this metric on M we have a natural G-invariant
Riemannian metric on M :"G]
H
M which is de"ned by the following equation
DDXM#vmDD2M[g,m] :"DDprg@h(g~1X)DD2g#DDprh(g~1X)MDm#vmDD2M (24)
for X3g and v
m
3T
m
M. Here we use the identi"cation between T
*g,m+
M and (TgG]TmM)/&, (& is
the relation of equivalence coming from the H-orbits in G]M).
This induced metric on M will be used in the following sections.
2.7. The pushforward via the Berline}Vergne localization
Here we extend the calculus of Section 5.2 of [23] to the case of (possibly) non-
compact manifolds. In this situation we will see the usefulness of the techniques developed in this
section. We consider the case of a Hamiltonian action of a (compact) torus on a symplectic
manifold (M,X). Let k : MPtH be the corresponding moment map. We work with the following
assumption.
Assumption 2.18. We suppose the existence of b3t verifying the following conditions:
} Mb"MT.
} the function Sk,bT:MPR is proper and bounded from below.(w)
Remark 2.19. In [25], Prato and Wu take the same condition (w), but suppose furthermore that
MT is "nite. The regular elliptic orbits of simple real Lie groups S, equipped with the Hamiltonian
action of a Cartan subgroup „ of S satisfy these assumptions (see [25, Section 4]).
Let (.,.)
M
be a „-invariant Riemannian product on M. The partition of unity in equivariant
cohomology 1
M
"Pj#D(d) (see Section 2.2) is de"ned here with the „-invariant 1-form
j"(b
M
,.)
M
.
The partition of unity gives for every closed form a3AH
T
(M) the decomposition
ae*Xt"Pjae*
Xt#D(dae*Xt), where the equivariant forms Pjae*
Xt and dae*Xt are tempered.
Proposition 2.20. Let a(X) be a closed equivariant form depending polynomially on X3t. The
distributions F(Pjae*
Xt) and F(dae*Xt) have a compact support in tH-mean on M, and we have the
equality of distributions over tH
P
M
F(ae*Xt)"P
M
F(Pjae*
Xt).
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Proof. Take f3C=
#15
(tH) with support in a ball of radius A. We have
SF(Pjae*
Xt), f TtHDm"s(m)SF(ae*
Xt), f TtHDm
#ds(m)AP
=
0
ie~*t $je*X[a(!iLm) f ](tUj(m)#k(m)) dtBj@m. (25)
We already known that the "rst term of the RHS of this equality has a compact support. For every
m3M, we have the following inequalities:
DDtUj(m)#k(m)DD*DDbDD~1StUj(m)#k(m),bT*DDbDD~1Sk(m),bT,
because SUj,bT"DDbMDD2*0. These inequalities show that the second term of (25) is supported in
Sk,bT~1([!R, DDbDDA]) and so is compactly supported (see Assumption 2.18). We use the same
argument to show thatF(dae*Xt) has a compact support in tH-mean on M. If we apply equality (12)
to the distribution F "D(dae*Xt)"DI "F(dae*Xt) we "nd that
P
M
F(ae*Xt)"P
M
F(Pjae*
Xt)#P
M
F(D(dae*Xt))
"P
M
F(Pjae*
Xt). K
The moment map being proper, each connected component FLMT is compact and we
decompose the equivariant form
Pj" +
F$MT
P
F
,
where the equivariant form P
F
"s
F
#ds
F
(:=
0
ie~*t Djdt)j is supported in a arbitrary small neigh-
borhood of F. Let 0(e@1, and for every FLMT take s
F
supported in Mm3M,
DDk(m)!k(F)DD)eN. Using the equality (25), we see that for f3C=
#15
(tH) supported in a ball of radius
A, the di!erential form SF(P
F
ae*Xt), f TtHO0 only if Sk(F),bT)DDbDD(A#e)(*). The properness of
Sk,bT tells us that for every A, there exist a "nite number of FLMT verifying (*). Finally we see
that for every f3C=
#15
(tH), we have SF(Pjae*
Xt), fTtH"+F$MTSF(PFae*
Xt), f TtH, where the sum of the
RHS is in fact xnite. Hence we have a locally "nite decomposition
P
M
F(Pjae*
Xt)" +
F$MT
P
M
F(P
F
ae*Xt)
" +
F$MT
FAP
M
P
F
ae*XtB.
In the second equality we can intertwine the integral and the Fourier transform because each
equivariant form P
F
ae*Xt has a compact support on M. Let N
F
be the normal bundle of F in M. In
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Section 4 of [23], we have de"ned an inverse Eul~1b (NF)3H~=T (F) of the equivariant Euler form
Eul(N
F
). Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 5.1 of [23] show that, for every closed form g3A=
T
(M)
P
M
P
F
g"P
F
iH
F
(g)Eul~1b (NF),
where i
F
: FPM denotes the inclusion. In Section 4 of [23], we show that the Fourier transform of
Eul~1b (NF) is a locally polynomial density supported by the half-space Mm3tH, Sm,bT*0N, with
values in the characteristic classes of N
F
.
Theorem 2.21. For every closed equivariant form a3AH
T
(M), the distribution :
M
F(ae*Xt) is a locally
xnite sum :
M
F(ae*Xt)"+
F$MT
Da
F
where the distributions
Da
F
:"dk(F)*FAP
F
e*XFiH
F
(a)Eul~1b (NF)B
are tempered and are supported by the half-space Mm3tH,Sm!k(F),bT*0N. Here, dk(F) denotes the
Dirac measure in k(F)3tH, and &*' denotes the convolution product.
If we take a"1 in the last theorem we have the following decomposition of kH(dmL).
Corollary 2.22. We have the following equality of locally polynomial measures on tH:
kH(dmL)" +
F$MT
dm
F
(m),
where each locally polynomial measure dm
F
"(1/in)dk(F)*:Fe*
X
F (Eul~1b (NF)) is tempered and sup-
ported by the half-space Mm3tH,Sm!k(F),bT*0N.
3. Local behavior of the pushforward
In this section we assume that a symplectic manifold M is provided with a Hamiltonian action of
a compact connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g. We denote by X the symplectic form on M,
and suppose that the moment map relative to the G-action, k : MPgH, is proper. Our purpose is to
describe the local behavior of the distributions :
M
F(ae*Xg) that we have introduced in the previous
section.
With the use of the partition of unity, we show, in the "rst subsection, that there exists a closed
equivariant form P0j3A~=G,#15(M) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of k~1(0) such that
:
M
F(ae*Xg)"F(:
M
P0jae*
Xg) in a neighborhood of 0. When 0 is a regular value of k, the computation
of P0j leads to a new proof of the Je!rey}Kirwan}Witten formula.
For the study of the pushforward near a coadjoint orbit O"G.m, we prove in the second
subsection an induction formula that holds in the entire slice through m. The proof use the fact that
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there exists a closed equivariant form POjm3A~=G,#15(M) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of k~1(O) such
that :
M
F(ae*Xg)"F(:
M
POjmae*
Xg) in a neighborhood of O.
In the next section we will show that, under suitable conditions, the equivariant forms P0j and
POjm are induced by „-equivariant forms that have the good property to be computable in terms of
equivariant Thom forms supported in the neighborhood of submanifolds, and inverse of
equivariant Euler forms (see Section 4.3).
3.1. Jewrey}Kirwan}Witten formula in the non-compact setting
If 0 is a regular value of the moment map k, we shall consider the symplectic orbifold
M
3%$
:"k~1(0)/G with the symplectic form X
3%$
, called the Marsden}Weinstein reduction of M.
LetH=
G
(M) be the equivariant cohomological algebra, with C= coe$cients, of the manifold M.
The Kirwan map k
o
:H=
G
(M)PH(M
3%$
) is the composition of the restriction map fromH=
G
(M) to
H=
G
(k~1(0)) and the natural isomorphism fromH=
G
(k~1(0)) toH(M
3%$
). In fact the (usual) Kirwan
map k@
o
:HH
G
(M)PH(M
3%$
) factors through the map k
o
: we have k@
o
"k
o
" q where
q :HH
G
(M)PH=
G
(M) is the morphism of extension of coe$cients. When M is compact, the map k@
o
is
surjective (see [19]), and thus k
o
is also surjective.
Let Xg(X) :"X#Sk,XT, X3g be the equivariant symplectic form. The Fourier transform is
de"ned by Eq. (10).
Theorem 3.1 (Je!rey}Kirwan}Witten). Suppose that M is compact, and 0 is a regular value of k. Let
g(X) :"a(X)e*Xg(X)3H=
G
(M) where a(X) is a closed equivariant form depending polynomially on X3g.
Consider the Fourier transformF(:
M
g) of :
M
g. Near 0, the generalized densityF(:
M
g) is a polynomial
density P(m) dm and
P(0)"(i)$*. Gvol(G,dX)
DS
o
D P
M3%$
k
o
(g),
where DS
o
D is the cardinal of the generic stabilizer of G on k~1(0). In this formula, dX is the Euclidean
measure on g dual of dm, vol(G,dX) is the volume of G for the Haar measure on G compatible with dX.
When the manifold is not compact the integral :
M
ae*Xg does not have a meaning in general, but as
we saw in the last section, the map k being proper, we can de"ne the distribution :
M
F(ae*Xg) and we
are going to study it.
Choose a G-invariant Euclidean norm DD.DD on gH. Following Witten [28], we consider the
G-invariant 1-form j de"ned below.
De5nition 3.2. Let j be the following G-invariant 1-form:
j :"(H,.)
M
,
whereH is the Hamiltonian vector "eld associated to the function 1
2
DDkDD2, and (.,.)
M
is a G-invariant
Riemannian metric on M.
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We have
MUj"0N"Cr(DDkDD2),
because the vector "eld H is always tangent to the G-orbits in M.
Remark 3.3. For every element c3Z(g) in the center of g, we can translate the moment map by c,
and consider the new moment map k!c. In the same way we de"ne the G-invariant 1-form
jc :"(Hc, ) )
M
, where Hc is the Hamiltonian vector "eld associated to the function 1
2
DDk!cDD2, and
we still have MUjc"0N"Cr(DDk!cDD2). Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 remain true if we consider
jc instead of j.
Following Section 2.2 (see [23, Section 3]), we de"ne, with the 1-form j, a partition of unity in
equivariant cohomology: 1
M
"Pj#D(d). For every closed form a3AHG(M), the partition of unity
decomposes the equivariant form ae*Xg in the following way:
ae*Xg"Pjae*
Xg#D(dae*Xg).
Proposition 3.4. Let a(X)3AH
G
(M) be an equivariant form depending polynomially on X3g. The
equivariant forms Pjae*
Xg and dae*Xg are tempered and their Fourier transform F(Pjae*
Xg) and
F(dae*Xg) have a compact support in gH-mean on M.
Proof. Take f3C=(gH) with support in the ball B(o,A) of radius A. We have
SF(Pjae*
Xg), fTgHDm"s(m)SF(ae*
Xg), f TgHDm
#ds(m)AP
=
0
ie~*t $je*X[a(!iLm) f ](tUj(m)#k(m)) dtBj@m. (26)
We know from Lemma 2.12 that the "rst term of the RHS of this equality is a di!erential form with
compact support on M. We have the following inequalities:
DDtUj#kDD2"DDkDD2#t2DDUjDD2#2tSUj, kT*DDkDD2, (27)
because SUj,kT"DDHDD2M*0 on M. The RHS of (26) is zero at m3M if k(m) and tUj(m)#k(m) are
not in the support of f, for every t*0. Using the inequality (27), we see "nally that the support of
SF(Pjae*
Xg), f TgH is included in k~1(B(o,A)), and so is compact. We prove in the same way that
F(dae*Xg) has a compact support in gH-mean on M.
Remark 3.5. If U is a good open set for the 1-form j, Proposition 3.4 remains true for the
equivariant form PUj .
Now, if we use the fact that F "D(dae*Xg)"DI "F(dae*Xg), Lemma 2.11 gives
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Corollary 3.6. Let a(X) be a closed equivariant form depending polynomially on X3g. We have the
following equality of G-invariant distributions on gH:
P
M
F(ae*Xg)"P
M
F(Pjae*
Xg).
Recall Lemma 12 of [27].
Lemma 3.7. Let R be the largest number u such that all m3gH, DDmDD2(u are regular values of k. Then
R is also the smallest non-zero critical value of the function DDkDD2.
Take two real numbers e, r such that 0(e(r(R. The equivariant form Pj can be decom-
posed relatively to Me"Mm3M, DDk(m)DD(eN and U065"Mm3M, DDk(m)DD’rN. The component of
Cr(DDkDD2) included in Me is k~1(0).
To simplify the notation, we will write P0j for the equivariant form PMej and P065j for the
equivariant form PU065j (see De"nition 2.3). We have decomposed the equivariant form
Pj"P0j#P065j , and we will study separately the distributions :MF(P0jae*
Xg) and :
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg).
Proposition 3.8. The support of the distribution :
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg) is contained in Mm3gH, DDmDD*RN,
where the constant R has been dexned in Lemma 3.7. In particular, for every closed equivariant form
a(X) depending polynomially on X3g, the following equality of G-invariant distributions on gH,
P
M
F(ae*Xg)"FAP
M
P0jae*
XgB (28)
holds in the open ball B
o
(o,R).
Proof. The equivariant form P065j has been de"ned with a choice of real r such that 0(e(r(R
and a function s
065
3C=(M)G with support contained in Mm3M, DDk(m)DD’rN. But the distribution
:
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg) does not depend on this choice. If we take another r@ and s@
065
which de"ne P065{j , we
have P065j !P065{j "D(d@) (see [23, Proposition 3.3]) where the generalized form F(d@ae*
Xg) has
a compact support in gH-mean on M, hence :
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg)":
M
F(P065{j ae*
Xg).
Take f3C=
#15
(gH) with support in a ball B(o,A) of radius A, and compute the di!erential form
SF(P065j ae*
Xg), fTgH as in Eq. (26). This di!erential form is not equal to 0 at a point m3M, only if
s
065
(m)O0 and k(m) is in the support of f, or ds
065
(m)O0 and tUj(m)#k(m) is in the support of f for
some t*0.
Because DDtUj#kDD*DDkDD for every t*0, both of these conditions imply that
supportMs
065
NWk~1(B(o,A)) is not empty: in particular A’r. This shows that the di!erential form
SF(P065j ae*
Xg), fTgH"0 if the support of f is included in Mm3gH, DDmDD(rN. We have "nally shown that
the support of the distribution :
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg) is included in Mm3gH, DDmDD*rN for every r(R. We
know from Corollary 3.6 that :
M
F(ae*Xg)":
M
F(P0jae*
Xg)#:
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg) in M~=(gH)G. Finally,
we see that :
M
F(ae*Xg)"F(:
M
P0jae*
Xg) in the ball B
o
(o,R) (we have interchanged the integral :
M
and
the Fourier transform because the equivariant form P0j has a compact support on M). h
We show in Section 4 how to compute the equivariant form P0j, through an induction, in the case
where 0 is not a regular value of the moment map. Now we compute the distributionF(:
M
P0jae*
Xg),
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when 0 is a regular value of the map k :MPgH, and show that is in fact a polynomial
density.
Since k is regular at 0, there exists, for e’0 small enough, a G-equivariant di!eomorphism
t:M
2e
FPW, (29)
where W is an open neighborhood of k~1(0) in k~1(0)]gH, and pr
2
"t"k (pr
2
is the projection
map k~1(0)]gHPgH).
Let p3A1(k~1(0))?g be a connection form for the principal bundle k~1(0)Pk~1(0)/G"M
3%$
.
We de"ne a G-invariant 1-form c on k~1(0)]gH in the following way:
(m,m)3k~1(0)]gH, c
@(m,m) :"Sp@m,mT. (30)
We see that MUc"0N"k~1(0), and we de"ne the equivariant form Pc with compact support in
M(m,m)3k~1(0)]gH, DDmDD(eN.
Lemma 3.9. The equivariant forms P0j and (t)H(Pc) are equal in H~=G,#15(M).
Proof. This is just an application of Proposition 2.6, with the open set U"Me and the function
f"k (where we have identi"ed g and gH via the scalar product). The functions SUj, kT"DDHDD2 and
SU
(t)H(c),kT"DDkDD2 are strictly positive on LU, hence are bounded from below by some o’0
because LU is compact. Finally
P0j"PMej "PMe(t)H(c)"(t)H(Pc) in H~=G,#15(M). h
Via the di!eomorphism t:M
2ePWLk~1(0)]gH, we have
P
M
P0j ae*
Xg"Pk~1(0)CgHPc (t~1)H(ae*
Xg)
"Pk~1(0)iH(ae*
Xg)PgHPc, (31)
where i: k~1(0)PM is the inclusion. The equality (31) is due to the fact that the equivariant form
Pc has a compact support on k~1(0)]gH. The 1-form c is homogeneous along the "bers of gH, then
Proposition 2.9 gives
PgHPc"PgHe~* Dc in H~=G (k~1(0)). (32)
Decompose the connection form with respect to the basis E1, E2,2,Ep of g : p"+kpkEk. Let
S(g) be the symmetric algebra of g. For every P3S(g) we note P(L
X
D
0
) the linear map
P(L
X
D
0
):C=(g)PC
de"ned by the equation SP(L
X
D
0
), f T"(P(L/LX) f )(X)
@X/0
. Let u"+
k
u
k
Ek be the curvature of
p : u3A2(k~1(0))?g. The element eu3A%7%/(k~1(0))?S(g) de"nes the map
eu(/X@0):C=(g)PA%7%/(k~1(0))
that we will note f (u) :"Seu(/X@0), f T.
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Orientation. The manifold N"k~1(0)]gH is oriented by the symplectic form of M via the
isomorphism t (Eq. (29)). The orbifold M
3%$
is oriented by its symplectic form. We choose the
orientation o(k~1(0)) of k~1(0) given by the relation o(k~1(0))"o(M
3%$
)'p
p
'2'p
1
. We can
verify that o(N)"o(k~1(0))'dE1'2'dEp. This means that gH is oriented by the volume form
dE1'2'dEp.
Proposition 3.10. For every f3C=
#15
(g), we have
TPgHe~* Dc(X), f (X) dXUg"(2ip)pf (u)'
p
p
'2'p
1
vol(G)
vol(G,dX),
where vol(G,dX) is the volume of G for the Haar measure on G compatible with dX, and
vol(G)"vol(G,dE
1
2dE
p
).
Proof. This computation is done (with di!erent notations) in Proposition 80 of [20]. h
In another way
PgHe~* Dc"(2ip)p eu(/X@0)'
p
p
'2'p
1
vol(G)
vol(G,!).
Using Propositions 3.9 and 3.10, and the equality (32), we can state the following
Proposition 3.11. The generalized function :
M
P0jae*
Xg is supported at 0 and we have the following
equality:
P
M
P0ja e*
Xg"(2ip)pAPk~1(0)k0(ae*
Xg)eu(/X@0)
p
p
'2'p
1
vol(G) Bvol(G,!).
In particular, S:
M
P0jae*
Xg, f (X) dXTg"((2ip)p/DSoD)(:M3%$k0(ae*
Xg) f (u))vol(G,dX), for every f3C=
#15
(g)G.
We have F(eu(/X@0)vol(G,!))(m)"e~*Wu,mXdm#!//(2p)p, where p"dim G, and dm#!/ is the Euclid-
ean measure on gH such that its dual measure dX#!/ on g veri"es vol(G,dX#!/)"1. Corollary 3.6,
Propositions 3.8 and 3.11 give the following
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that 0 is a regular value of the moment map. Let a3AH
G
(M) be a closed
equivariant form. Let R be the smallest non-zero critical value of DDkDD2. On the open ball B
o
(o,R) the
distribution :
M
F(ae*Xg) is a polynomial density, given by the equation
P
M
F(ae*Xg)"(i)pAPk~1(0)k0(ae*
Xg)e~*Wu,mX
p
p
2p
1
vol(G) Bdm#!/.
3.2. Local induction
For every sub-algebra h of g, we denote by Fh: C~=5%.1
(h)PM~=
5%.1
(hH) the corresponding Fourier
transform (see Eq. (10)). From now on, we "x a G-invariant scalar product ( ) , ) ) on gH. For
notational convenience, we shall identify, for every sub-algebra h, hKhH under the invariant inner
product ( ) , ) ).
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Now we want to study the behavior of the pushforward :
M
Fg(ae*Xg) near a co-adjoint orbit O of
gH by an induction which is closed to those de"ned by Vergne in [27] (see Section 1.4) and by
Du#o}Heckman}Vergne in [7]. Here, our induction works even if O is not included in the set of
regular values of k, and moreover, it can be performed on the entire neighborhood G]
Gp
;p of O,
where;p is a slice at a point m3O. For this purpose we use the cross section theorem of Guillemin
and Sternberg [13] (see Theorem 26.7).
Let „ be a maximal torus of G with Lie algebra t, and let = :"=(G,„) be the Weyl group
associated. We make a choice of a Weyl chamber tH` in tH. Let m be the unique point in tH` such that
O"G.m, and let p be the unique open face of tH` which contains m. The stabilizer subgroup Gm{LG
does not depend on the choice of m@3p, and is denoted Gp. Let gp be the Lie algebra of Gp, and let
gHp be the dual vector space.
Following Guillemin and Sternberg [13], we introduce the following Gp-invariant open subset
of gHp :
;p :"Gp.My3tH` D GyLGpN"Gp. Z
p$q6
q. (33)
Here MpLq6 N is the set of all faces q of tH` which contain p in their closure. By construction, ;p is
a slice for the coadjoint action at any m3p (see [21, De"nition 3.1]). This means that the map
G];pPgH, (g,m)Cg. m, factors through an inclusion G]Gp;p6gH.
The symplectic cross-section theorem [13] asserts that the pre-image>p"k~1(;p) is a symplectic
submanifold provided with a Hamiltonian action of the group Gp. The restriction kDYp is a moment
map for the action of Gp on >p that we denote by kp. Moreover, the set Mp :"
G )>p"k~1(G]Gp;p) is a G-invariant open subset of M diweomorphic to G]Gp>p (see [21,
Remark 3.5]). The manifold >p is oriented by its symplectic form, and G]Gp>p is oriented by the
symplectic form on M. Hence, we get an orientation o for G/Gp which determines a polynomial
square root >PPg@gp(>) :"det1@2g@gp,o(>), >3gp. Note that Pg@gp never vanishes on the open subset
;p.
Let a3AH
G
(M) be a closed equivariant form. The restriction of the distribution :
M
Fg(ae*Xg) to the
neighborhood G]
Gp
;p of O is equal to :MpFg(ae*
Xg)3M~=(G]
Gp
;p)G (see Eq. (15)), but in order to
simplify the notation we will not distinguish between :
M
F(ae*Xg)3M~=(g)G, and its restriction to
G]
Gp
;p.
Descent of distributions on g: We know that we have a one to one correspondence UPU
*Up+
from
M~=(G]
Gp
;p)G to M~=(;p)Gp (see [5, Section 5.1]) where U*Up+ is de"ned by
P
GCGpUp
f (X)U(X)"P
Up
f Dgp(>)P2g@gp(>)U*Up+(>),
where, for every f3C=
#15
(G]
Gp
;p)G, we denote by f Dgp3C=#15(;p)Gp the (usual) restriction to gp.
The 2-form X on M restricts to a symplectic 2-form XD
Yp
on the submanifold >p, and we denote
by Xgp(>) :"XDYp#Skp,>T, >3gp, the corresponding Gp-equivariant symplectic form. We denote
by aCrgp(a), H=G,#15(M)PH=Gp,#15(>p) the morphism of restriction for equivariant forms with
C= coe$cients.
We can now state the main result of this section.
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Proposition 3.13. Let a(X) be a closed G-equivariant form on M depending polynomially on X3g. We
have the following equality of Gp-invariant distributions on ;p:
AP
M
Fg(ae*Xg)B
*Up+
"cst 1
Pg@gpPYpFgp(rgp(a)e*
Xgp) (34)
with cst"(!i)$*.(G@Gp)@2vol(G/Gp). Here, the volume vol(G/Gp) is computed with a measure
dE12dE2r, where E1,2,E2r is an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement gMp of gp in g.
Corollary 3.14. For every closed form a3AH
G
(M), the corresponding G-invariant distribution
:
M
Fg(ae*Xg) is an analytic density on each connected component of the open set of regular values of the
moment map.
This corollary which is an easy consequence of Propositions 3.11 and 3.13 was already obtained
in [27] (when M is compact).
For a"1, one can prove Proposition 3.13 using arguments similar to those of [7] (see Eq. (8)).
For a general closed form a3AH
G
(M), we reduce the proof of this Proposition to the proof of
Lemma 3.15.
If we see M as the manifold >M0N, and g as the open subset ;M0N corresponding to the minimal
facet M0N of tH` , we can rewrite Eq. (34) for two facets q,p of tH` such that pLq6 . Then, >q is
a Gq-Hamiltonian sub-manifold of >p, Gq is a (connected) subgroup of Gp, and the set Gp]Gq;q is
an open subset of;p. We denote by UPU*p,q+, M~=(;p)GpPM~=(;q)Gq, the morphism equal to
the composition of the restriction mapM~=(;p)GpPM~=(Gp]Gq;q)Gp with the (iso-)morphism of
descent UPU
*Uq+
, M~=(Gp]Gq;q)GpPM~=(;q)Gq. By de"nition we have the composition law
(U
*p,q+)*q,. +"U*p,. +.
Proposition 3.13 applied to (p,q) says that, for every closed equivariant form a3AH
Gp
(>p), we have
the following equality of Gq-invariant distributions on ;q:
AP
Yp
Fgp
(ae*Xgp)B
*p,q+
"c(p,q) 1
Pgp@gqPYqFgq(rgq(a)e*
Xgq), (35)
with c(p,q)"(!i)$*.(Gp@Gq)@2vol(Gp/Gq).
Lemma 3.15. The equality (34) holds on a neighborhood of p.
Lemma 3.15 N Proposition 3.13: Assuming Lemma 3.15, we have to show that the equality (34)
holds in a neighborhood of the facets q, pLq6 . Or equivalently that
AAP
M
Fg(ae*Xg)B
*M0N,p+B*p,q+"
c(M0N,p)
Pg@gp APYpFgp(rgp(a)e*
Xgp)B
*p,q+
(36)
holds in a neighborhood of q in ;q. If we apply Lemma 3.15 to (p,q), the equality (35) holds in
a neighborhood of q. Then the equality (36) is equivalent to
AP
M
Fg(ae*Xg)B
*M0N,q+
"c(M0N,q)
Pgp@gq PYqFgq(rgq(a)e*
Xgq) (37)
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in a neighborhood of q. Here we use the relations c(M0N,p)c(p,q)"c(M0N,q) and Pg@gp )Pgp@gq"Pg@gq.
But Lemma 3.15 applied to (M0N,q) tells us exactly that (37) holds in a neighborhood of q. h
Proof of Lemma 3.15. The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.15.
Take now a point m3p. We have to prove that (34) holds in a neighborhood of the orbit
O :"G ) m. For this we de"ne the following 1-form on the G-invariant open subset Mp"G]Gp>p
of M.
Let km:MpPgH be the G-equivariant map de"ned by the equation
km([g,m]) :"g.(kp(m)!m), [g,m]3Mp, (38)
and denote byHm the corresponding vector "eld onMp :HmD*g,m+ :"km([g,m])MpD*g,m+ for [g,m]3Mp.
De5nition 3.16. We denote by jm the following G-invariant 1-form on Mp:
jm :"(Hm, ) )
M
.
A straightforward computation shows that MUjm"0N"G]GpCr(DDkp!mDD2), and in particular
MUjm"0N contains k~1(O)"G]Gpk~1p (m).
Let Pjm be the G-equivariant form on Mp de"ned with the 1-form jm (see De"nition 2.4). As in
Section 3.1 we have the decomposition Pjm"P
O
jm#P065jm where P
O
jm3A~=G,#15(Mp) is supported in
a small neighborhood of k~1(O). BecauseMp is an open subset of the manifold M, we shall consider
POjm as an element of A~=G,#15(M).
Proposition 3.17. Near O we have the equality of G-invariant distributions
P
M
Fg(ae*Xg)"FgAP
M
POjmae*
XgB.
Proof. The proof follows the same line than those of Section 3.1. Let r’0 such that the closed ball
B
c
(m,r) :"Mx3gHp , DDx!mDD)rN is included in ;p. Then k~1(G )Bc(m,r)) is a compact neighborhood
of k~1(O) inMp. Let UmLgH be the open subset G )Bo(m, r) (where Bo(m,r) :"Mx3gHp , DDx!mDD(rN)
and take POjm with support in k~1(Um).
With the 1-form jm, we have a partition of unity ae*Xg"POjmae*
Xg#P065jm ae*
Xg#D(dae*Xg)
of G-equivariant di!erential forms on Mp. Like in Proposition 3.4, we show that, for
each A3Mae*Xg,POjmae*
Xg,P065jm ae*
Xg,dae*XgN and each function f3C=
#15
(Um), the di!erential form
SFg(A), fTgH3AH(Mp) has a compact support in Mp (in fact included in k~1(Um)). Lemma 2.11
gives, like in Corollary 3.6, the following equality in M~=(Um)G:
P
M
Fg(ae*Xg)"P
M
Fg(P
O
jmae*
Xg)#P
M
Fg(P065jm ae*
Xg).
Now, Proposition 3.8 tells us that the distribution :
M
Fg(P065jm ae*
Xg)3M~=(Um)G is equal to zero in
a neighborhood of O. The G-equivariant form POjm has a compact support on M, which implies
:
M
Fg(P
O
jmae*
Xg)"Fg(:MP
O
jmae*
Xg). h
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We will show now that the closed G-equivariant form POjm is induced by a closed Gp-equivariant
form on >p.
Fix a Gp-invariant metric ( ) , ) )Yp on >p and denote by ( ) , ) )Mp the induced G-invariant Rieman-
nian metric on the manifold Mp :"G]Gp>p (see Eq. (24)).
De5nition 3.18. Let jmp :"(Hmp, ) )Yp be the Gp-invariant 1-form on>p, whereHmp is the Hamiltonian
vector "eld of 1
2
DDkp!mDD2. Let Ppm be the Gp-equivariant form on >p de"ned with the 1-form jmp in
a neighborhood of the component k~1p (m) of Cr(DDkp!mDD2).
Remark 3.19. From now on, the equivariant form POjm will be de"ned with the 1-form (Hm, ) )Mp.
Using Proposition 2.6, we know that this modi"cation does not change the class of POjm. For
convenience, we will still denote by jm the 1-form (Hm, ) )Mp.
The inclusionMp6M of an open subset de"nes a natural morphismAH#15(Mp)PAH#15(M) on the
di!erential forms with compact support. We denote by
Ind
G@Gp
:H~=
Gp,#15
(>p)PH~=G,#15(M) (39)
the morphism equal to the composition of the induction map H~=
Gp,#15
(>p)PH~=G,#15(Mp) (see
Section 2.6) with the natural morphism H~=
G,#15
(Mp)PH~=G,#15(M).
Proposition 3.20. The closed G-equivariant form POjm3A~=G,#15(Mp) admits a restriction to gp equal to
Ppm3A~=Gp,#15(>p). This gives the following equality:
Ind
G@Gp
(Pg@gpPpmrgp(g))"(!2p)~$*.(G@Gp)@2P
O
jmg in H~=G,#15(M), (40)
for every g3H=
G
(M). In particular, we get
P
M
POjmg"(!2p)$*.(G@Gp)@2 indGGpAPg@gpP
Yp
Ppm rgp(g)B, (41)
for every g3H=
G
(M). (See Eq. (20) for the dexnition of the induction map indG
Gp
:
C~=(gp)GpPC~=(g)G.)
Proof. If ip :>p6Mp denotes the Gp-equivariant inclusion, we see that iHp (jm)"jmp. Let
s3C=
#15
(Mp)G be the function coming from a Gp-invariant function s@ on >p, where s@ is with
compact support, equal to 1 in a neighborhood of k~1p (m), and supportMs@NWCr(DDkp!mDD2)"
k~1p (m). Then the function s, which veri"es supportMsNWMUjm"0N"G]Gpk~1p (m), de"nes the closed
G-equivariant form Q :"s#ds(:=
0
ie~*tDjmdt)jm which is equal to POjm in H~=G,#15(M). We are now
in the situation of the Remark 2.15. We have Q"lim
a?=
Qa with Qa :"
s#ds(:a
0
ie~*tDjm dt)jm3A=
G,#15
(Mp). We verify that the restriction QaeDgp converges in C~=(gp,
RgH?AH(>p)) when aPR. In particular, the equivariant forms rgp(Qa)"s@#
ds@(:a
0
ie~*t Djmp dt)jmp3A=Gp,#15(>p) converge to Ppm when aPR.
This shows that the generalized G-equivariant form Q admits a restriction to M equal to Ppm, and
the equality (40) is just a consequence of Proposition 2.14. Using now Corollary 2.17, the equality
(41) is just a consequence of (40). h
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2The reader should note that the factor (!i)~$*.(G@T)@2 is missing in the RHS of Eq. (10) and in the formula of Lemma
3.4 of [17].
We "x an orthonormal basis E1,2,E2r,2,Ep of g such that E2r`1,2,Ep is a basis of gp. Let
dX"dE12dEp and d>"dE2r`12dEp be the corresponding normalized Lebesgue measure on
g and gp. For every f3C=#15(g) we denote byF$Xg ( f )(X@) :"(1/(2p)$*. G):ge~*(X,X{)f (X) dX the Fourier
transform of f relatively to dX (and in the same wayF$Ygp ). Our Lemma follows from the relation of
Harish-Chandra:
Pg@gpF$Xg ( f )Dgp"(!2ip)~rF$Ygp (Pg@gp f Dgp) for every f3C=#15(g)G, (42)
where r"dim(G/Gp)/2 (see [14, Lemma 15] or [17, Lemma 3.4]).2 The formula (42) is usually
stated and proved when gp"t, but one can see easily that this case implies the others.
Take now f3C=
#15
(gH)G with support in a small neighborhood of the orbit O"G ) m. Finally, we
have the following equalities (after identi"cation of g and gH; gp and gHp ):
TP
M
Fg(ae*Xg), fUg"TFgAPMP
O
jmae*
XgB, fUg (a)
"TP
M
POjmae*
Xg,F$Xg ( f ) dXUg
"(!2p)r vol(G)
vol(Gp)TPYpPpm rgp(a) e*
Xgp, Pg@gpF$Xg ( f )Dgpd>Ugp (b)
"(!i)r vol(G)
vol(Gp)TFgpAPYpPpm rgp(a) e*
XgpB, Pg@gp f DgpUgp (c)
"(!i)r vol(G)
vol(Gp)TPYpFgp(rgp(a) e*
Xgp),Pg@gp f DgpUgp, (d)
where vol(G)"vol(G,dX) and vol(Gp)"vol(Gp,d>). Point (a) is due to Proposition 3.17; the point
(b) is just Eq. (41); the point (c) comes from the relation of Harish-Chandra (see (42)) and point (d) is
due to Proposition 3.8 (applied to the manifold >p with the Hamiltonian Gp-action at the point
m belonging to the center of gp). This last equality shows that the equality (34) holds in a neighbor-
hood of O, and hence that Lemma 3.15 has been proved. h
Two kinds of things remain to be done. First we have to compute the equivariant forms P0j, Ppm in
the general case where 0 or m are not necessarily regular values of the moment map. On the other
hand, it will be interesting to have a global expression for the pushforward. For this we have to
compute the term :
M
F(P065j ae*
Xg). In general, one of the main di$culties in these computations is
the non-smoothness of some components of Cr(DDkDD2).
Under suitable conditions we will bypass this di$culty by showing that we can reduce our
problem to a maximal torus of G. In Section 4.3, we will make the computations in the case of
a Hamiltonian action of a torus. In this case, we can perturb the moment map with a constant e:
ke :"k!e. For generic e, the set of critical point Cr(DDkeDD2) is smooth. Moreover for small e, the
perturbation does not a!ect the cohomology classes of the equivariant forms PUj .
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4. Reduction to the maximal torus
The notations are the same as before.
Let „ be a maximal torus of G, and t its Lie algebra. Let ="N
G
(„)/„ be the Weyl group
associated. We have a natural decomposition gH"tH=tM, where tH is identi"ed with the „-
invariant subspace of gH, and tM is the orthogonal (for the duality) of t. We "x a Weyl chamber tH` in
tH, and denote by Pg@t the associated polynomial on t equal to the product of the positive roots.
This choice of a Weyl chamber induces an orientation on the manifold G/„. We denote by
Fg (resp. Ft) the Fourier transform for the tempered G-equivariant forms (resp. „-equivariant
forms).
Notations. Using the isomorphism gH FP g coming from the G-invariant scalar product on gH, we will
make no diwerence between gH and g, tH and t, in our notations.
We will denote by k
G
: MPgH the moment map associated with the Hamiltonian G-action. The
action of „ is also Hamiltonian, with moment map k
T
: MPtH equal to the composition of k
G
with
the (orthogonal) projection gHPtH.
We will denote by j
T
and j
G
the 1-forms de"ned respectively with the Hamiltonian vector "elds
of DDk
T
DD2 and DDk
G
DD2 (see De"nition 3.2).
Kirwan [19] gives the following description of the critical points of DDk
G
DD2. Let B
G
be the
collection of points of tH` de"ned by the relation b3B
G
Q Mb3tH` and MbWk~1
G
(b)O0N. We have
Cr(DDk
G
DD2)"GAZb|BG MbWk~1G (b)B, (43)
where Mb denotes the submanifold Mm3M,b
M
(m)"0N. For the critical points of DDk
T
DD2 we have
Cr(DDk
T
DD2)" Z
b|BT
MbWk~1
T
(b),
where B
T
is the subset of t de"ned by the relation b3B
T
Qb3t and MbWk~1
T
(b)O0.
The Weyl group acts on Cr(DDk
T
DD2) in the following way: w ) (MbWk~1
T
(b))"MwbWk~1
T
(wb) for
every w3=. Thus, = acts on B
T
, and we have B
T
"= ) (B
T
W tH` ). The inclusions
k~1
G
(b)Lk~1
T
(b), b3tH show that B
G
LB
T
W tH` .
Assumption 4.1. We suppose in this section that the moment map k
T
is proper (Therefore k
G
is also
proper).
These properness conditions give the following
Lemma 4.2. For each b3B
G
, CGb :"G(MbWk~1G (b)) is a non-empty compact component of Cr(DDkGDD2).
In the same way, for each b3B
T
, CTb :"MbWk~1T (b) is a non-empty compact component of Cr(DDkTDD2).
For each b3B
G
, we denote by
PGb3A~=G,#15(M) (44)
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the closed equivariant form PCGbjG de"ned with the 1-form jG in a neighborhood of CGb (see De"nition
2.3). The equivariant forms P0j, P065j of Section 3.1 correspond here, respectively to PG0 and to
+bE0PGb (where the sum is taken on BG).
In the same way, for each b3B
T
, we denote by
PTb3A~=T,#15(M)
the closed equivariant form PCTbjT de"ned with the 1-form jT in a neighborhood of CTb .
Remark 4.3. As an application of Proposition 2.6, we see that the cohomology classes of PTb and
PGb do not depend on the choice of the G-(or „-)invariant Riemannian metric on M.
We have now a global expression for the pushforward.
Proposition 4.4. For every closed form a3AH
G
(M) we have the following equality in M~=(gH)G:
P
M
Fg(ae*Xg)" +
b|BG
FgAP
M
PGbae*
XgB, (45)
where the distribution Fg(:MPGbae*
Xg) are tempered. The same holds for the „-equivariant forms. For
every closed form a3AH
T
(M), we have :
M
Ft(ae*Xt)"+b|BTFt(:MPTbae*
Xt) in M~=(tH).
Proof. Because k
G
is proper, we see that the intersections ofB
G
with the compact subsets of gH are
xnite. Like in Proposition 3.8, we can show that, for every b3B
G
, the distribution :
M
Fg(aPGbe*
Xg) is
supported outside the ball B(o,DDbDD). Then for every f3C=
#15
(gH) the terms S:
M
Fg(aPGbe*
Xg), fTg are
non-zero for a "nite number of b in B
G
. This fact insures that the RHS of (45) is a well de"ned
distribution on gH (we have :
M
Fg(PGbae*
Xg)"Fg(:MPGbae*
Xg) because PGb has a compact support on
M). Using the decomposition PjG"+bPGb , Corollary 3.6 "nally gives the equality (45). The
generalized function :
M
PGbae*
Xg is tempered because the equivariant form PGbae*
Xg is tempered and
with compact support on M. h
4.1. Symplectic induction
The action of the Weyl group = on the algebra A=
T,#15
(M) extends naturally to an action on
A~=
T,#15
(M) which commutes with the di!erential D. For every c3A~=
T,#15
(M) and w3=, the
equivariant form w ) c is de"ned by the equation
Sw ) c,/Tt :"w ) 1Sc,w~1 ) 2/Tt for every /3mc(t),
where )
1
denotes the action of = on AH(M) and )
2
denotes the action of = on m
c
(t). We have
de"ned a closed equivariant form PTb for every b3BT, and we know that = acts on BT.
A straightforward computation shows that
w )PTb"PTw >b in H~=T,#15(M), (46)
for every w3= and b3B
T
.
Let indG
T
:H~=
T,H (M)PH~=G,H (M) be the induction de"ned in Section 2.6. For every c3H~=T,H (M)
and w3=, we have indG
T
(w ) c)"indG
T
(c). Moreover, this map induces an isomorphism between
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H~=
T,H (M)W and H~=G,H (M) (see [20, Theorem 74]). So, indGT(c)"0 in H~=G,H (M) if and only if
+
w|W
w ) c"0 in H~=
T,H (M).
For every b3B
T
, we denote by=b the subgroup of elements of= that leave b "xed, and by D=bD
its cardinal. We can now write the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.5. Let M be a Hamiltonian G-manifold such that the moment map k
T
relative to the
action of the maximal torus „ is proper. The equivariant forms PTb3A~=T,#15(M), b3BT, and
PGb3A~=G,#15(M), b3BG, are related by the following equalities in cohomology. For every b3BG,
indG
T
(P2
g@t
PTb )"D=bD PGb in H~=G,#15(M).
Otherwise, for b3B
T
such that b N= )B
G
, we have
indG
T
(Pg@t PTb )"indGT(P2g@t PTb )"0 in H~=G,#15(M). (47)
Note that the equality indG
T
(Pg@t PTb )"0, which is equivalent to Pg@t +w|W (!1)wPTw >b"0, is
trivial if b is not in the interior of tH` . For instance, the equality indG
T
(Pg@t PT0)"0 always holds
because PT
0
is =-invariant.
The identity indG
T
(P2g@t PTb )"0 is more interesting, and is equivalent to the following:
P2g@t +
b{|W>b
PTb{"0 in H~=T,#15(M).
Using the commutativity of the following diagram (see (22))
(48)
and Eq. (20) we get
Corollary 4.6. (1) For every b3B
G
, g3H=
G
(M) and f3C=
#15
(g)G we have
TAP
M
g PGbB(X), f (X) dXUg"cst TAPMgDtPTbB(>),P2g@t(>) f Dt(>) d>Ut,
with cst"D=bDvol(G,dX)/vol(„,d>), where H=G (M)PH=T (M), gC gDt, is the restriction morphism.
(2) For every b3B
T
such that b N= )B
G
, we have
P2g@t(>) +
b{|W.b APMg PTb{B(>)"0 in C~=(t),
for every g3H=
T
(M).
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Before going into the proof, we can play a little &game' to understand the role of the polynomial
P2g@t in Theorem 4.5. Suppose the manifold compact, and write the partition of unity relatively to
the 1-forms j
G
and j
T
: 1
M
"+b|BT PTb in H~=T (M), and 1M"+b|BG PGb in H~=G (M).
Now take the "rst partition of unity, multiply by P2g@t, and take the image by the induction map.
We get
indG
T
(P2g@t1M)" +
b|BTCW >BG
indG
T
(P2g@t PTb )# +
b|W >BG
indG
T
(P2g@t PTb ).
Now using Theorem 4.5 and the equality (50), we see that this last equation is in fact the second
partition of unity. The term indG
T
(P2g@t1M) is equal to D=D1M, the terms of the "rst sum of the RHS are
equal to zero, and for every b3B
G
we have
+
b{|W >b
indG
T
(P2g@t PTb{)"(D=D/D=bD)indGT(P2g@t PTb )"D=DPGb .
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.5
The natural projection map n : G]
T
MPM, [g,m]C gm makes M :"G]
T
M "bered over
M with oriented "ber G/„. The Weyl group = acts on M in the following way:
w[g,m] :"[g )w~1,w )m] for w3=. The integration on the "ber, denoted by :
G@T
, de"nes a mor-
phism
P
G@T
:H~=
G,H (G]TM)PH~=G,H (M).
Remark 4.7. This morphism induces an isomorphism between the =-anti-invariant part of
H~=
G,H (G]TM) with H~=G,H (M) (see [20, Section 8]).
Let Wg@t
3AH
G
(G/„) be the closed equivariant form equal to the image under the Chern}Weil
homomorphism of the =-anti-invariant polynomial function (!2p)~$*.(G@T)@2Pg@t(X), X3t. Let
p :MPG/„ be the projection map [g,m]C [g]. We will also denote by Wg@t the pullback
pH(Wg@t)3A
H
G
(M).
The form Wg@t
3AH
G
(M) is closed, =-anti-invariant, and we have
P
G@T
Wg@t
"D=D1
M
in AH
G
(M), (49)
where D=D is the cardinal of =. By de"nition this form restricts to (!2p)~$*.(G@T)@2Pg@t on M (see
[20, Section 8]). Proposition 2.14 insures that Ind
G@T
(P2g@t1M)"Wg@t and after integration on the
"bers of n we get
indG
T
(P2g@t1M)"D=D1M in H~=G (M). (50)
(1) For each b3B
G
, we are going to prove that the G-equivariant form PGb is induced by the„-equivariant form P2
g@t
PTb , through the use of a G-equivariant form P
M
b on G]TM (see De"nition
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4.9). Our proof is in two steps:
(i) First we show that D=bD~1+w|Ww )P
M
b "nH(PGb ) in H~=G,#15(M) (see Proposition 4.11 and Eq.
(52)).
(ii) Next we show that PMb admits a restriction to t, and that rt(P
M
b )"PTb in H~=T,#15(M) (see
Proposition 4.10).
The form +
w|W
w )PMb Wg@t"+w|W (!1)ww ) (P
M
b Wg@t) is equal to the =-anti-invariant part of the
form D=DPMb Wg@t. With Remark 4.7 and Eq. (49), the "rst point gives
P
G@T
Wg@t
PMb "D=bD PGb .
The second point shows that rt(Wg@t
PMb )"(!2p)~$*.(G@T)@2Pg@tPTb . Combining these two equalities
with Proposition 2.14, we found "nally
P
G@T
" Ind
G@T
(P2g@tPTb )"D=bD PGb .
(2) For every b3B
T
C= )B
G
, we will show that there exists an exact equivariant form
Qb3A~=G,#15(M) that admits a restriction to M equal to PTb (see Proposition 4.10). Proposition 2.14,
applied to the equalities rt(Qb)"PTb and Qb,0, gives indGT (Pg@t PTb ),0. We have also
rt(Wg@t
Qb)"(!2p)~$*.(G@T)@2Pg@t PTb and that gives indGT(P2g@t PTb ),0. (Here &,'means equality in
cohomology).
Construction of PMb and Qb: Let prg@t and prt be respectively the orthogonal projections gPtM and
gPt, and denote by k
G@T
the map prg@t
(k
G
). We make the choice of a G-invariant Riemannian
metric (.,.)
M
on M, and denote by(.,.)M the induced G-invariant Riemannian metric on M (see
Eq. (24)).
Let k8 :MPg be the equivariant map equal to the pullback of k
G
by n, and denote by HI the
corresponding vector "eld on M:
HI D
*g,m+
"k
G
(gm)MD*g,m+ for [g,m]3M.
De5nition 4.8. We denote by jI the following G-invariant 1-form on M:
jI :"(HI , ) )M.
For every X3g, we have
SUjI ([g,m]),XT"SkG@T(m), prg@t(g~1X)T#SUjT(m), prt(g~1X)T, (51)
where j
T
"(H
T
, ) )
M
and H
T
is the Hamiltonian vector "eld of 1
2
DDk
T
DD2. In particular,
SUjI , k8 T([g,m])"DDkG@T(m)DD2#DDHTDD2(m). This implies that UjI ([g, m])"0 if and only if
k
G@T
(m)"0 and H
T
D
m
"0. In other words
MUjI"0N"G]T(Cr(DDkTDD2)Wk~1G (t)).
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But Cr(DDk
T
DD2)Wk~1
G
(t)"Cr(DDk
G
DD2)Wk~1
G
(t), then we can parameterize MUjI"0N by = )BG
MUjI"0N" Z
b|W >BG
(G]
T
(MbWk~1
G
(b))).
De5nition 4.9. For every b3= )B
G
, let PMb :"PCjI 3A~=G,#15(M) be the closed G-equivariant form
de"ned by the 1-form jI in a neighborhood of the component C"G]
T
(MbWk~1
G
(b)) of MUjI"0N.
Proposition 4.10. For every b3B
T
, there exists a closed equivariant form Qb3A~=G,#15(M) that admits
a restriction to M equal to PTb : in other words rt(Qb)"PTb .
Moreover if b belongs to= )B
G
, we have Qb"P
M
b in H~=G,#15(M). In the other case (b N= )BG), we
have Qb"0 in H~=G,#15(M).
Proof. If i:M6M denotes the inclusion, a straightforward computation shows that iH(jI )"j
T
.
Let sb3C=#15(M)G be the function coming from a „-invariant function s@b on M, where s@b is equal to
1 in a neighborhood of CTb"MbWk~1T (b), and support Ms@bNWCr(DDkTDD2)"CTb . Then the function
sb which satis"es support MsbNWMUjI "0N"G]T(MbWk~1G (b)) (w) de"nes the G-equivariant form
Qb :"sb#dsbAP
=
0
ie~*tDjI dtBjI .
(For the equality (w), we have just used the trivial implication bOb@ in tNk~1
G
(b@)Wk~1
T
(b)
"0.) We are now in the situation of the Remark 2.15. We have Qb"lima?=Qab
with Qab :"sb#dsb(:a0ie~*t
DjI dt)jI 3A=
G,#15
(M). We verify that the restrictions
(Qab)eDh3C=(h,RgH?AH#15(M)) converge in C~=(h,RgH?AH#15(M)) when aPR. In particular, we
have rt(Qab)"s@b#ds@b(:a0ie~*t
DjTdt)j
T
3A=
T,#15
(M), and we see that the limit lim
a?=
rt(Qab) is equal
to PTb . This shows that the generalized G-equivariant form Qb admits a restriction to t which is
equal to PTb . If b belongs to = )BG, the equivariant form Qb is by de"nition equal to P
M
b in
cohomology. In the other case (b N= )B
G
), we have from (w) support MsbNWMUjI "0N"0. Then
sb(:=0 ie~*t
DjI )jI is a well de"ned G-equivariant form on M, with compact support, such that
Qb"DAsbAP
=
0
ie~*t DjI dtBjI B. h
The proof is completed in the case b3B
T
C= )B
G
. We "x now an element b in B
G
and take
a G-invariant neighborhoodUb of CGb"G(MbWk~1G (b)) such thatUbWCr(DDkGDD2)"CGb . LetVb be
the open subset G]
T
Ub.
Proposition 4.11. The open set Vb is good for jI , and
PVbjI "nH(P
UbjG) in H~=G,#15(M).
Proof. By de"nition, we have nH(PUbjG)"P
VbnH(jG). The proof of this proposition will be an application
of Proposition 2.6 with the 1-forms jI , nH(j
G
), and the function f :"k8 on the open set Vb. We have
SUjI ,k8 T([g,m])"DDkG@T(m)DD2#DDHTDD2(m) which is strictly positive on LVb (because
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DDk
G@T
DD2"DDH
T
DD2"0NDDH
G
DD2"0). We see that SUnHjG,k8 T"DDHGDD2 " n is also strictly positive
on LVb. h
By de"nition we have PUbjG"PGb . We have now just to verify that
PVbjI " +
b{|W >b
PMb{"D=bD~1 +
w|W
PM
w >b"D=bD~1 +
w|W
w )PMb . (52)
This "rst equality comes from the decomposition VbWMUjI "0N"6b{|W >b (G]T(Mb{Wk~1G (b@))).
The third equality is due to the fact that for every w3=, we have PM
w >b"w )P
M
b . h
4.3. The pushforward in the torus case
Let (M,X) be a symplectic manifold provided with a Hamiltonian action of a torus „ with Lie
algebra t. The moment map k
T
:MPtH is supposed proper. We recall that the pushforward is given
by
(k
T
)H(dmL)"
1
inP
M
F(e*Xt), dimM"2n.
Let a3AH
T
(M) be a closed equivariant form. We know from Proposition 4.4 that
:
M
F(ae*Xt)"+b|BT Dab where each tempered distribution Dab is given by
Dab"FAP
M
PTb ae*
XtB. (53)
Each „-equivariant form PTb is supported in the neighborhood of the set CTb which is not smooth in
general. Then, in order to compute the distribution Dab, we modify the moment map to
ke :"kT!e, e3tH.
Let DD ) DD be a scalar product on tH. As in the last section, consider the „-invariant 1-form
je de"ned below.
De5nition 4.12. For e3tH, let je be the following „-invariant 1-form:
je :"(He, ) )
M
,
where He is the Hamiltonian vector "eld associated to the function 1
2
DDkeDD2, and (.,.)M is a „-
invariant Riemannian metric on M.
We know that MUje"0N"Cr(DDkeDD2) and we will show that for &generic' e3tH, the set Cr(DDkeDD2) is
a smooth submanifold such that the quotient Cr(DDkeDD2)/„ is a symplectic orbifold. We rewrite the
result of Section 6.1.2 of [23], in a more general context of a (possibly) non-compact manifold.
Let I be the set of subgroups of „ stabilizer of points in M. For l3I, we denote by „
l
the
corresponding subgroup. For each l3I, we denote by Zk
l
, k3I
l
the connected components of
MTl that have „
l
for generic stabilizer. The subsets Zk
l
are „-invariant symplectic submanifolds of
M, and the convexity theorem of Atiyah}Guillemin}Sternberg (in the version of Condeveaux}
Dazord}Molino [6,16]) insures that the Pk
l
"k(Zk
l
) are polyhedral subsets of tH. We have
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Fig. 1.
(P
l
ko )M"Lie(„
l
), for all k. In this equality, P
l
ko is the subspace of tH generated by Ma!b D a,b3Pk
l
N,
and M corresponds to the orthogonal for the duality between t and tH.
We denote byB :"MA!(Pk
l
) D l,kN the set of the a$ne subspaces of tH generated by the polyhedral
subsets Pk
l
. For each D3B, we note „D the sub-torus of „ with Lie algebra (Do )M.
Let j:tHPt be the isomorphism induced by the scalar product on tH. For each e3tH, we consider
the function DDkeDD2:MPR. Propositions 6.8 and 6.9 of [23] remain true.
Proposition 4.13. For every e3tH, the critical points of DDkeDD2 can be written in the form
(w) Cr(DDkeDD2)"Z
D|B
MTD Wk~1
T
(b(e,D)),
where b(e, D) is the orthogonal projection of e on D. There exists a dense subset W of tH, such that for
every e3W the set Cr(DDkeDD2) is a smooth submanifold of M, the union (w) is disjoint, and the group„/„D acts locally freely on CeD"MTD Wk~1T (b(e,D)).
Remark 4.14. When the manifold is compact the subset W of `generica e is the complement of
a "nite number of a$ne sub-spaces. In the general case, W is the complement of (at most)
a countable number of a$ne sub-spaces. Thus the set W is dense.
Remark 4.15. Each subset CeD is compact because kT is proper. When e3W, the sub-manifolds
CeD, D3B have a "nite number of connected components.
Fortunately we can recover the equivariant form PTb , b3BT after this perturbation with e. For
b3B
T
, and D3B such that b"b(0,D) (in other words b is equal to the orthogonal projection of
0 on the a$ne subspace D), we have DDb!b(e,D)DD)DDeDD for every e3tH (see Fig. 1). Let
eb"minb{Eb DDb@!bDD be the minimal distance between b and the other points ofBT, and let Ub be
the open neighborhood of CTb de"ned by
Ub :"k~1T Am3tH, DDb!mDD(
eb
2B.
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Lemma 4.16. For e3tH small enough we have
PTb"P
Ub
je
in H~=
T,#15
(M).
Proof. By de"nition we have PTb"P
UbjT. Consider the functions (Uje,ke)"DDHeDD2M and
(UjT,ke)"DDHDD2M!(H, eM)M. For DDeDD(eb/2, the functions DDHeDD2M are strictly positive on LUb. Let
o’0 be the minimal value of DDHDD2
M
on LUb. Then for e small enough, the function D(H, eM)MD is
bounded by o/2 on LUb. Finally for e3tH small enough, we can apply Proposition 2.6 to the 1-forms
je and j
T
, on the open set Ub, with the function f"ke. h
For e3W and D3B, let
PeD :"PCeDje 3A~=T,#15(M)
be the closed equivariant form de"ned with the 1-form je in a neighborhood of CeD (see De"nition
2.3). If CeD"0 the equivariant form PeD is identically equal to 0. For e3W small enough, the
submanifold CeD is contained in Ub if and only if b(0,D)"b, and we have the decomposition
PUbje "+b(0,D)/bPeD. Lemma 4.16 gives
PTb" +
b(0,D)/b
PeD in H~=T,#15(M) for e3W, DDeDD@1. (54)
Remark 4.17. For e3W small, the submanifold 6b(0,D)/bCeD can be understood as a desingulariz-
ation of CTb .
Finally we have proved the following.
Proposition 4.18. Let a3AH
T
(M) be a closed equivariant form. We have the following equality of
distributions on tH: :
M
F(ae*Xt)"+b|BTDab, where the tempered distribution Dab can be decomposed in
the following way:
Dab" +
b(0,D)/b
DaD,e for e3W, DDeDD@1,
with DaD,e"FA:MPeD ae*XtB.
Now, we recall the computation of the generalized functions :
M
PeD ae*Xt for e3W su$ciently close
to 0 (see [23, Section 6.1.2]). The equivariant form PeD has a compact support in a tubular
neighborhood of the submanifold CeD, then
P
M
PeD ae*Xt"P
C
eD
iHD (ae*Xt)'KD, (55)
where
KD"P
ND@CeD
PeD in H~=T (CeD)
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is the integral of PeD along the "bers of the normal bundle ND of CeD in M. The map iD :CeDPM
denotes the inclusion.
For every D3B, we choose a subspace t/tD of t, such that there is a decomposition
„"„D]„/„D, where „/„D is a subtorus of „ with Lie algebra t/tD.
Because the group „/„D acts locally freely on the submanifold CeD we can form the quotient
MeD :"CeD/(„/„D) which is a symplectic V-manifold. We have the Kirwan morphism in equivariant
cohomology kD :H=T
(M)PH=
TD
(MeD), de"ned as the composition of the restriction morphism
H=
T
(M)PH=
T
(CeD) with the Chern}Weil isomorphism H=T (CeD)PH=TD(MeD).
For every connected component F of CeD, let SD(F) be the generic stabilizer of „/„D over F, and
denote by DSD(F)D its cardinal. The map FPDSD(F)D de"nes a locally constant function over
MeD denoted DSDD.
Let bD :" j(b(e,D)!e)3tD and ND be the normal bundle of MTD in M restricted to CeD. We have
a „D-equivariant V-vector bundle ED :"ND/(„/„D)PMeD. We associate to this data the
equivariant form with generalized coe$cients Eul~1bD (ED)3H~=TD (MeD) (see De"nitions 4.5, 6.8 of
[23]), which is an inverse of the „D-equivariant Euler form of the V-vector bundle ED.
Take a connection form pD for the V-principal bundle CeDPMeD. The associated curvature
uD determines the equivariant form with generalized coe$cients d(X2!uD)3H~=T@TD(MeD) by
Sd(X
2
!uD), f (X2) dX2Tt@tD"f (uD)vol(„/„D, dX2),
for every function f3C=(t/tD). In other words d(X2!uD)"eu
D(/X2@0)vol(„/„D,!). (see [23, De"ni-
tions 6.19]).
The decomposition t"tD=t/tD gives the bilinear map (g,l)C gel, H~=TD (MeD)]
H~=
T@TD
(MeD)PH~=T (MeD).
We can now state Proposition 6.20 of [23].
Proposition 4.19. For every g3H=
T
(M), we have the following equality in H~=
T
(CeD):
(iHD (g)'KD)(X)"(2pi)$*. D(kD(g)Eul~1bD (ED))(X1) e d(X2!uD)'
p
r2
'2'p
1
vol(„/„D)
,
with X"X
1
#X
2
, X
1
3tD, and X23t/tD.
For D3B such that b"b(0,D), we have kD(Xt)(X1)"XD#Sb,X1T, X13tD, with XD3H2(MeD).
Using Proposition 4.19, the equality (55) gives
AP
M
PeD ae*XtB(X)
"cstP
C
eD
kD(a e*Xt)Eul~1bD (ED)(X1) e d(X2!uD)Ppk
"cst e*Wb,X1XPMeD
e*XD
DSDD
(kD(a)Eul~1bD (ED))(X1) e d(X2!uD), (56)
with X"X
1
#X
2
, X
1
3tD, X23t/tD, and cst"(2pi)$*.
Dvol(„/„D)~1.
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Note that for each closed form a3AH
T
(M), X
1
PkD(a)(X1) is just a polynomial function on
tD with values in HH(MeD). Taking now the Fourier transform, we "nd
DaD,e(m)"(i)$*.
DPMeD
e*XD
DSDD
kD(a)(iLm1)(FtD(Eul~1bD (ED)))(m1!b) e~*Wm2,u
DX dm#!/
2
, (57)
with m"m
1
#m
2
, m
1
3tHD , m3(t/tD)H. Here dm#!/2 is the Euclidean measure on (t/tD)H such that its dual
measure dX#!/
2
veri"es vol(„/„D,dX#!/2 )"1.
Let a`
1
,2,a`l be the weights for the action of „D on the "bers of ED that are oriented by
b(e,D)!e (in other words (a`
k
, b(e,D)!e)’0, ∀k). After Proposition 4.8 of [23], we know that
FtD(Eul~1bD (ED)) is of the form
FtD(Eul~1bD (ED))(m1)" +
I/Mi1,2,ipN
R
I
(Ha`1 )i1*2* (Ha`l )il(m1), (58)
where R
I
3HH(MeD), the sum +I is "nite, Ha`k is the Heaviside measure associated to a`k , and * is the
convolution product. In particular FtD(Eul~1bD (ED)) is a locally polynomial measure, with values in
HH(MeD), supported by the cone CeD"R`a`1 #2#R`a`l that is strictly included in the half-
space Mm3tHD , (m,b(e,D)!e)*0N. Here, the strict inclusion means that for some c’0 the inequality
(m,b(e,D)!e)*cDDmDD holds on CeD. Then, for e small enough, the cone CeD is strictly included in the
half-space Mm3tHD , (m, b)*0N with b"b(0,D).
From the integral (57) and the equality (58) we see that there exist a "nite collection of
polynomials P
j
3S(tHD ), Qj3S(t/tD) such that
DaD,e(m)" +Mi1,2,ipN,j
P
j
(Lm1)((Ha`1 )i1*2*(Ha`l )il)(m1!b)Qj(m2) dm2, (59)
with m"m
1
#m
2
, m
1
3tHD , m3(t/tD)H. Since (t/tD)H"(tD)M and j(b)3tD for b(0,D)"b, we see that the
distribution DaD,e is supported by the half-space Mm3tH, (m!b,b)*0N with b"b(0,D).
Remark 4.20. In the case where b"0, the &half-space' Mm3tH, (m!b,b)*0N corresponds in fact to
all the vector space tH.
We can now state the
Theorem 4.21. Let a3AH
T
(M) be a closed equivariant form. We have the following equality of
distribution of tH:
P
M
F(ae*Xt)" +
b|BT
Dab with Dab" +
b(0,D)/b
DaD,e,
where the distributions DaD,e are given by the equality (59). In particular each distribution Dab is
tempered and supported by the half-space Mm3tH, (m!b,b)*0N.
Remark 4.22. We see in particular that the support of the distribution Dab does not meet a small
neighborhood of 0 if bO0. This means that :
M
F(ae*Xt)"Da
0
in a neighborhood of 0. We know
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from Theorem 3.12 that Da
0
is a polynomial measure if 0 is a regular value of k. In general, Da
0
will
be the sum of a locally polynomial measure with distributions supported by linear subspaces of tH.
In particular this theorem gives
Corollary 4.23. The pushforward of the Liouville measure k
TH
(dm
L
) can be decomposed in the
following way:
k
TH
(dm
L
)(m)" +
b|BT
dmb(m),
where each dmb is a locally polynomial measure supported by the half-plane Mm3tH, (m!b,b)*0N.
5. Witten partition functions
Let M be a compact symplectic manifold equipped with a Hamiltonian action of a compact
connected Lie group G, with Lie algebra g. We denote by X the symplectic form on M and by
k
G
: MPgH the moment map of this action. Let DD . DD be the norm induced by a G-invariant scalar
product on g. Let B
G
be the indexing set of a decomposition of Cr(DDk
G
DD2) (for the de"nition, see
(43)).
In [28], Witten introduced the &partition functions'
Za(u)"P
MCg
a(>)e*Xg(Y)e~u@@Y@@2@2
d>
vol(G,d>)
, u’0, (60)
where a(>) is a closed equivariant form, polynomial in the variable >3g, and where
Xg(>)"X#SkG,>T is the equivariant symplectic form.
Under the hypothesis that G acts freely on k~1(0), Witten proposed a formula of the form
Za(u)"+
N
Za
N
(u), where &N' ranges over the components of the subset Cr(DDk
G
DD2) of critical points of
the square of the moment map. In this formula, each function Za
N
(u) should only depend on the
values of a, X, k
G
in a neighborhood of N. Witten determined the function Zak~1G (0), which is in fact
polynomial, and gives for the other terms a bound on the form Za
N
(u)"O(e~kN@u), u’0, with
k
N
’0. Witten's formula for Zak~1G (0) has been proved by Kalkman [18], Wu [29] in the case of circle
actions and by Je!rey}Kirwan [17] in the general case.
The partition of unity de"ned with the G-invariant 1-form j
G
gives automatically the decomposi-
tion Za(u)"+b|BGZab(u), with
Zab(u)"P
MCg
PGb (>)a(>)e*
Xg(Y)e~u@@Y@@2@2
d>
vol(G,d>)
, u’0 (61)
(see Section 4 and De"nition 3.2). Each function Zab, b3BG is determined by the behavior of a,
X and k
G
in a small neighborhood of the component CGb"G(MbWk~1G (b)) of Cr(DDkGDD2).
This section is devoted to the computation of the terms Zab, b3BG of this formula. We do not
require that 0 is a regular value for the moment map k
G
.
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A function h:RPC is called slowly increasing if it is bounded by a polynomial at in"nity. The rest
of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For every closed equivariant form a(X)3AH
G
(M) with polynomial dependence in X3g,
let Zab:RH`PC be the function dexned by the Eq. (61). Denote by Na the integer da#dimG, where da is
the polynomial degree of a.
For each b3B
G
, there exists a smooth function hab:RPC which is slowly increasing such that
Zab(u)"u~Na e~@@b@@
2@2u hab(Ju) for every u’0.
Moreover the function ha
0
is polynomial and, if G acts locally freely on k~1
G
(0), the function
Za
0
(u)"u~Na ha
0
(Ju) is polynomial in u.
Corollary 5.2. There exist smooth, slowly increasing functions hb:RPR, such that
P
M
e~@@k@@2@2udm
L
"u~$*. G@2 +
b|BG
e~@@b@@2@2uhb(Ju), u’0,
where dm
L
is the Liouville measure Xn/n!. Moreover each function hb is uniquely determined by the
local behavior of X and k near the component CGb of Cr(DDkDD2), and the function h0 that corresponds to
the set CG
0
"k~1
G
(0) is always polynomial (note that we make no assumption on the regularity of
0 relative to the moment map).
Proof of the Theorem. We suppose "rst that the action of G quasi-ewective (i.e. there exists no
Lie-subgroup of G of dimension bigger than 1 with a trivial action on M). The action of „ is also
quasi-ewective, and then, the moment map k
T
is a submersion almost everywhere.
Theorem 4.5 tells us that, for every b3B
G
, the equivariant form PGb is induced by P2g@tPTb . In
Proposition 4.18 we have shown that PTb"+b(0,D)/bPeD for e3W close to 0. Then, with Corollary
4.6, we see that the function Zab is the sum (modulo some multiplicative constants) of the functions
ZaD,b, b(0,D)"b given by the equation
ZaD,b(u)"P
MCt
PeD(>)P2g@t(>)a(>)e*
Xg(Y)e~u@@Y@@2@2d>, u’0.
Following equality (56) we get
ZaD,b(u)"(2ip)$*.
Dvol(„D,dX1)~1
]PMeDCtD
1
DSDD
kD(aP2g@te*
Xt)(X
1
)Eul~1bD (ED)(X1)e~u@@X1`u
D@@
2@2dX
1
.
For D"tH: The action of „ is quasi-e!ective, hence the polytope k
T
(M) generates tH3B. The
only b3B
G
with b(0,tH)"b is 0, and the term ZatH,0(u) is the polynomial given by
ZatH,0(u)"
(2ip)$*.T
DSeD PMeke(aP2g@te*
Xt)e~u@@ue@@2@2, (62)
where Me is the Marsden}Weinstein reduction of the manifold M, with respect to „ at e3tH.
For DOtH: We want to give a simple expression of the functions ZaD,b.
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The scalar product ( ) , ) ) on tH determines a linear isomorphism tHPt, vPv8 . For D3B such that
b"b(0,D) we have kD(Xt)"XD#Sb,X1T"XD#(bI ,X1), with XD3H2(MeD). For DOtH and
CeDO0, we de"ne
aD(u,X1) :"
(2ip)$*. T
DSeD
e*XDkD(aP2g@t)(X1)e~u@@u
D@@
2@2e~u(X1,uD)vol(„D,dX1)~1,
for X
1
3tD. The di!erential forms aD(u,X1) have a polynomial dependence with respect to each
parameter u’0 and X
1
3tD. We have
ZaD,b(u)"PMeDCtDEul~1bD (ED)(X1)aD(u,X1) e*(b
I ,X1) e~u@@X1@@2@2dX
1
"PMeDCtHDFtD(Eul~1bD (ED))(m)F~1tD (aD(u,X1) e*(b
I ,X1) e~u@@X1@@2@2dX
1
)(m),
where FtD is the Fourier transform on tD. The Fourier transform of a Gaussian function gives
F~1tD (aD(u,X1) e*(b
I ,X1) e~u@@X1@@2@2 dX
1
)(m)"A
2p
u B
$*. TD@2
aD(u,!iLm)(e~@@b`m@@
2@2u)
"A
2p
u B
$*. TD@2
u~d
D
a a8 D(u,m) e~@@b`m@@2@2u,
where dDa is the (maximal) polynomial degree of the equivariant form kD(aP2g@t), and a8 D(u,m) is
a di!erential form which depends polynomially on the parameters u’0 and X
1
3tD. We get "nally
ZaD,b(u)"A
2p
u B
$*. TD@2
u~d
D
a PMeDCtHDF(Eul~1bD (ED))(m) a8 D(u,m) e~@@b`m@@
2@2u. (63)
For e3tH su$ciently close to 0, the density F(Eul~1bD (ED)) is of the form PD(m) dm, where PD is
a locally polynomial function supported by a cone CeD strictly included in the half-plane
Mm3tHD D (m,b)*0N. There are two cases.
(1) b"0: We make the change of variable m"Ju.m@ in the integral (63). We "nd
ZaD,0(u)"(2p)$*.T
D@2 u~d
D
a PMeDCtHDPD(Ju.m@) a8 D(u,Ju.m@) e~@@m{@@
2@2dm@,
which is a polynomial in the variable Ju, times u~dDa . The polynomial P2g@t is of degree dim(G/„),
then for every D, the integer dDa is bounded by Na"da#dim G.
(2) bO0: After the change of variable m"u.m@ in the integral (63), we "nd
ZaD,b(u)"(2pu)$*. T
D@2 u~d
D
a e~@@b@@2@2uPMeDCtHDPD(u.m@) a8 D(u,u.m@) e~u@@m{@@
2@2e~(b,m{)dm@.
Because of the strict inclusion of the cone CeD in the half-space Mm3tHD D (m,b)*0N, there exists
a constant c’0 such that (b,m@)*cDDm@DD for every m@3CeD. Then, the term e~(b,m{) insures, for every
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u3R, the convergence of the integral
hbD(u)"(2p)$*.TD@2PMeDCtHDPD(u2.m@)a8 D(u2,u2.m@) e~@@u.m{@@
2@2e~(b,m{)dm@. (64)
Furthermore we see from the integral (64) that the function hbD is smooth and even over R.
Finally we have proved the following. For b"0, the function
Za
0
(u)"ZatH,0(u)#+
0|D
ZaD,0(u)
is a polynomial in Ju times u~Na. For bO0, the function Zab is of the form
Zab(u)"u~Na e~@@b@@
2@2uA +b(0,D)/b un
D@2hbD(Ju)B,
where the hbD are smooth, and nD"2(Na!d
D
a)#dim„D*dim„D*1. From the equation (64), we
see that the functions hbD are slowly increasing.
When 0 is a regular value of k
G
, the function Za
0
can be computed directly with Proposition 3.11.
In this case,
Za
0
(u)"(2ip)p
DS
o
D AP
M3%$
k
0
(ae*Xg)e~u@@u@@2B, u’0,
is polynomial in the variable u (for the notations see Section 3.1).
In the case of a general action of G on M, let S be the connected component of the group
5
m|M
Stab
G
(m). The group S is a normal subgroup of G with a trivial action on M, hence we have
an induced Hamiltonian action of G/S on M which is furthermore quasi-ewective. We see that the
computation of the functions Zab reduces to the computations of the related functions for the
G/S-action. The details are left to the reader. h
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